


INTRODUCTION
Mathematics never lies.
Rules of physics never change.
Truth is the same whether it belongs to East or West.
Yes, East is famous for superstitions, irrational religion, fairy tales of Gods and what not!
It is sometimes too embarrassing to read the news or view the Television where magic 
and miracles of the street are paraded as Religion.
It pinches the heart to see that Krishna, the Great Yogi is glorified as the sex symbol of 
religion.
It brings tears to the eyes when the great saint Akka Mahadevi is referred to as a naked 
rebel saint instead of a bodiless realized saint.
West does not lag far behind. Physics has its own tragic tales.
Turing, the father of computers had a tragic death.
Gödel the greatest mathematician was not so stable minded at the end of his life.
Everett never got the acclaims he deserved.
Tesla’s genius is never a topic in Physics text books.
Einstein spent the last years of life alone struggling to find a theory that unifies all 
findings of physics.
There are unimaginable fights, fraudulent theories and back biting behind the glorified 
discoveries of Science.
The Grand truths on one side take you on a space flight to stars beyond the horizon and 
the daily struggles on the other side press you down to the mud and stone of the Earth and 
squeezes the heart out!
Physics is careful not to touch the ‘observer’ for fear of getting branded as Metaphysics.
Ancient Scriptures of the East keep away the Maths and equations and give only the 
‘observer’ point of view.
Physics uses a highly technical language, where not one letter or number will go amiss.
Eastern intellectuals have the poetry mania and like to describe everything, even 
scientific truths as poetry. (Time is not just Time, but a giant who consumes everything!)
The electromagnetic waves which stabilize our world are the waves of the infinite ocean 
of Worldly existence for the East! (Bhava Saagara).
The East only can think in terms of analogies and poetries.
The West can talk only through numbers and equations.
East gives a way out of the daily tragedies of the life where West looks the other way 
ignoring the ‘observer’.
Death of a close friend or a beloved wife does not shatter the Knower of the East.
Physics is like the Goddess of Knowledge –Sarasvati; just tells you the facts and walks 
away unconcerned about your personal life!
But East is more compassionate. It changes the Truths of Science into poetry and sings a 
lullaby to the tired minds.
Maybe Consciousness is a word which is still in the cauldron getting cooked.
But unfortunately, there is no apt word in English to translate the word –CHIT.
The consciousness or Self awareness which is a bi-product of evolution is not the CHIT of 
the Upanishads or Shankara.



It is a deeper sense. CHIT is something which just ‘knows’. We can only explain it in 
English to mean only as the idea of our own existence. This subtle feeling of ‘I’ alone is 
CHIT. What this ‘I’ is the whole research matter of the Eastern Wisdom, from Vasishta to 
Ramana.
Just because the East tries to analyze the observer and his world need not make it an 
irrational philosophy. 
East makes science into a song. Vyaasa or Vaalmiki, they gave out everything in rhythmic 
verses. Shankara is one such poet who brings abstract truths of science in the form of 
analogical poetry.
Here is a small attempt to reveal the Science Truths hidden in the songs of the east.
This is not pseudoscience or religion paraded as Science.
Read the true meanings of the verses presented by Shankara and also the recent Physics 
discoveries given at the end of this work.
No personal opinions of the writer disturb your thoughts anywhere.
East or West, Truth is the same!
Everett proves mathematically that all possibilities exist as parallel universes.
Shankara sings of that ‘all possibility state’ as Manifest Brahman, DakshinaaMurthy.
This Parabrahman of the East is not a ‘God’ as so many imagine.
It is just a subtle state which contains of all possibilities.
When you study the Upanishads or the abstract works composed by Shankara, you will 
find they are almost atheistic in essence.
There is no mention of a God, or a ruler. There is no supreme omnipotent, omniscient, 
omnipresent ‘RULER’ who rules all that exists anywhere and everywhere. If a ‘Ruler’ or 
Ishvara is mentioned, he is also explained away as a vibration or perturbation in the 
CHIT. Gods are respected and revered as local Supremacies who control our present tiny 
world. But, otherwise Upanishads and Shankara explain the whole thing away as some 
abstract principle of awareness with no differentiations. Supreme God has no place in 
their world. Their Brahman is not a thing to be worshipped but just a state of existence, of 
which we are also a part and parcel of!
The Gods worshipped by the ordinary might very well be the Scientists working in a high 
tech lab, presenting their computer created light-forms as God-forms! We on earth could 
very well be simulations in a computer created world. But this does not disprove the 
Eastern wisdom which says every possibility is a simulation existing inside the subtle 
state of CHIT. Our Scientist Gods who created this virtual world also become random 
simulations of that subtle state of CHIT. 
So read on.
First the most abstract work of Shankara and later some recent discoveries of Science.



WEST

“So many worlds, so much to do, so little done, such things to be."
—Alfred Lord Tennyson

"Infinite Universe: Bigger than the biggest thing ever and then some. Much bigger than 
that in fact, really amazingly immense, a totally stunning size, real "wow, that's big" time.  

Infinity is just so big that by comparison, bigness itself looks really titchy. Gigantic  
multiplied by colossal multiplied by staggeringly huge is the sort of concept we're trying 

to get across here."
—Douglas Adams

For after all what is man in nature?
A nothing in relation to infinity, all in relation to nothing, a central point between nothing 

and all and infinitely far from understanding either. The ends of things and their  
beginnings are impregnably concealed from him in an impenetrable secret. He is equally  
incapable of seeing the nothingness out of which he was drawn and the infinite in which 

he is engulfed."
- Blaise Pascal

…an understanding of the infinite tree of universes seems to be needed in order to make 
statistical predictions about the properties of our own universe, which is assumed to be a 

typical “branch” on the tree."
—Alan Guth

"You cannot conceive of the many without the one."
- Plato

Time has no independent existence apart from the order of events by which we measure 
it.”

- Albert Einstein

“You have the sight now Neo, you are looking at the world without time.”
—The Oracle in The Matrix

“I have realized that the past and future are real illusions that they exist in the present,  
which is what there is and all there is.”

—Alan Watts

"Human beings, vegetables, or cosmic dust, we all dance to a mysterious tune, intoned in 
the distance by an invisible piper."

-Albert Einstein



"...it would be helpful if we had a map of all the possibilities. It would be helpful to be 
able to see all the bends and curves, the contours of potential, to know what lies up 

ahead, what lies around the corner, and to know the best path to take."

"If we extrapolate this prediction [of contraction] to its extreme, we reach a point when 
all distances in the universe have shrunk to zero. An initial cosmological singularity  

therefore forms a past temporal extremity to the universe. We cannot continue physical  
reasoning, or even the concept of space-time, through such an extremity. For this reason 

most cosmologists think of the initial singularity as the beginning of the universe."
—Paul Davies

Physicist and Author

"Consider the most obvious question of all about the initial state of the universe: Why is  
there an initial state at all?"

-Lawrence Sklar

"The most important foundational idea of understanding timelessness is that all  
configurations or possible states (the individual moments of time) physically exist  

timelessly, because all are merely fragments of an ultimate zero."

"We think the world apart. What would it be like to think the world together?
— Parker Palmer

"Without the concept of time, there is only the wholeness of nowness."
— Stanley E. Sobottka

"In emptiness there are no metrics, no time, no locations, and no differences between a 
point and the whole."

— Nick Fulford

"One cannot help but be in awe when he contemplates the mysteries of eternity, of life, of  
the marvelous structure of reality."

—Albert Einstein

"Imagine you can play God and fiddle with the settings of the great cosmic machine.  
Turn this knob and make electrons a bit heavier; twiddle that one and make gravitation a 

trifle weaker. What would be the effect? The universe would look very different so 
different, in fact, that there wouldn't be anyone around to see the result, because the 
existence of life depends rather critically on the actual settings that Mother Nature 

selected."
—Paul Davies

A Brief History of the Multiverse

"Frequently consider the connection of all things in the Universe. ... Reflect upon the 
multitude of bodily and mental events taking place in the same brief time, simultaneously 
in every one of us and so you will not be surprised that many more events, or rather all  



things that come to pass, exist simultaneously in the one and entire unity, which we call  
the Universe. ... We should not say ‘I am an Athenian’ or ‘I am a Roman’ but ‘I am a 

Citizen of the Universe.'"
—Marcus Aurelius

"Every human has a different life and set of questions to explore. Some of our questions 
are universal, but each of us is exploring this thing we call life in our own unique way. So 

is every other form of life, from mountains to every leaf on every tree."
—Mellen-Thomas Benedict

"In this 21st Century, the Age of Technology, we are still plagued by religious beliefs that  
are a contributing cause toward terrorism, killings and wars between nations. Belief in a 
deity, who keeps causing catastrophes, punishes people, and created the universe out of  

nothingness as if by magic was brought about by hysteria and superstitions. This thought  
process needs to be reassessed and brought up to date. Open-minded people must use  

common sense to determine whether this so-called deity was incorrectly perceived, mis-  
interpreted and misunderstood by the masses of a bygone era."

—Kurt Kawohl
transcendentalists.org

"The taking of any stance, including one of atheism, manifests blatant violation of the 
very core of scientific objectivity."

— Gilbert Lawton

"Why is nature so ingeniously, one might even say suspiciously, friendly to life? What do 
the laws of physics care about life and consciousness that they should conspire to make a 

hospitable universe? It's almost as if a Grand Designer had it all figured out."
—Paul Davies

"…it is the nature of synchronicity to have meaning and, in particular, to be associated 
with a profound activation of energy deep within the psyche. It is as if the formation of  

patterns in the unconscious mind is accompanied by physical patterns in the outer 
world."

—F. David Peat

“After Darwin, God's role changes from being the designer of all creatures, great and 
small, to being the designer of the laws of nature, from which natural selection can 

unfold, to being just perhaps the chooser of the laws.”
“Moreover, the eye contains a big flaw: the retina is inside out. Why would an almighty 

designer do such a thing?] No intelligent designer, ... would put such a clumsy 
arrangement in a camcorder, and this is just one of the hundreds of accidents frozen in  

evolutionary history that confirm the mindlessness of the historical process.”
-Daniel Dennett



EVERETTE

Hugh Everett III (November 11, 1930 – July 19, 1982) was an American physicist who 
first proposed the many-worlds interpretation (MWI) of quantum physics, which he 
called his "relative state" formulation.

His Interpretations:

..Many Worlds theory is that this universal wave function describes a series of branching 
universes that make up what [physicist] David Deutsch calls the "multiverse," and that in 
these branching universes, there are beyond trillions of copies of you, of me, of Everett. 
There are branches in which Everett is still alive. There are branches in which we did 
things that we don't want to talk about, that we may have thought about but we never did. 
Well, guess what? I'm sorry to tell you, in Everett's theory, you actually did it, because 
everything that is physically possible happens in some branch of the multiverse….

..According to Everett, the laws of Quantum Mechanics dictate that the splitting 
observers will lead different lives in separate universes…

 ….  As an analogy, one can imagine an intelligent amoeba with a good memory.  As time 
progresses, the amoeba are constantly splitting, each time the resulting amoebas having 
the same memories as the parent.  Our amoeba hence does not have a life line but a life 
tree.
 
The question of identity or non-identity of two amoebas at a later time must be rephrased. 
At any time, we can consider two of them.  They will have common memories up to a 
point (common parent) after which they will diverge according to their separate lives 
after this point.  It becomes simply a matter of terminology as to whether they should be 
thought of as the same amoeba or not or whether the phrase "the amoeba" should be 
reserved for the whole ensemble.
 
We can get a closer analogy if we were to take one of these intelligent amoebas, erase his 
past memories, and render him unconscious while he underwent fission, placing the two 
resulting amoebas in separate tanks and repeating this process for all succeeding 
generations so that none of the amoebas would be aware of their splitting.
 
After awhile, we would have a large number of individuals, sharing some memories with 
one another, differing in others, each of which is completely unaware of his "other 
selves" and under the impression that he is a unique individual.  It would be difficult 
indeed to convince such an amoeba of the true situation short of confronting him with his 
"other selves"…..



EAST

SHANKARA
Himalayas! Icy mountains! White world of white snow!
Snow had spread out like a white covering all over the land wherever eyes could reach.
Sky was also completely white in hue filled with snow clouds. A light drizzle of white 
rain slowly covered everything that was there. The whole world was white. The sun was 
buried behind the clouds. A dull darkness covered the whole of Earth. Yet the snow had 
its own glare and the whole landscape was clearly visible. There was no dividing line 
between sky and the land. 
It was quite early in the morning when Shankara the young philosopher treaded his steps 
slowly on the snow filled path. 
No one was with him. He was clothed very sparsely. The cold freezing weather did not 
have any effect on him. The imprints of his wooden footwear were instantly covered with 
the falling snow as soon as he moved away. He did not mind the biting cold. He wanted 
to reach the peak of the tallest mount there and see the view of the world from it. He 
never ever had faltered in his path whether it was a snow covered mountain path as of 
now or the journey of his life in search of Truth. He had taken Sannyas (asceticism) even 
as a child forcing his doting mother to agree to it some how and had mastered all the texts 
that were considered as sacred in those days. He very easily attained the contemplative 
state of the Self at the lotus feet of his Guru Govinda BhagavatPaada and was appointed 
by him to carry on his work as his next heir. He was always in the state of Self whether 
his eyes were open or not. A few vaasanaas of Brahminic arrogance were also now not 
there by the grace of Shiva. He had fought the masters of Buddhism and Dvaita adherents 
tooth and nail and had established centers of Advaitic philosophy all over his country. He 
had taught his disciples all that he knew and was satisfied that his work will be carried 
out by them in the future without any problem. He had proved that the very Godhead of 
Vaishnavites was a staunch advocate of Advaita by writing treatise on Bhagavad-Gita. 
Failure was not a word in his dictionary. Now also he climbed that tall mountain alone 
without any mountaineering gear. Soon he was on top of the mountain. The white drizzle 
was more intense there. As he sat there in contemplation, his body was soon covered by 
the white icy powder. He closed his eyes and was in Nirvikalpa Samadhi immediately. 
His body was in no time deeply buried under the heap of snow that fell on the ground 
without a moment’s break. His yogic power helped retain the body heat and his body was 
not affected by the freezing surroundings. A few minutes passed by; now his body was 
not seen at all; just a mound of snow appeared freshly formed. He withdrew himself into 
his subtle body and walked out of the physical body by the power of Siddhi he had 
acquired. He had attained that Siddhi when he wanted to learn the secrets of married life 
and with that newly acquired knowledge had defeated the wise lady Shaarada, the wife of 
Mandana Mishra. Now he came out of his gross body and looked all around as a formless 
entity. His own gross body was buried deep under the snow and was one with the nature. 
He was still in the Samadhi state and had lost the identity of his Earth identity as 
Shankara. He was no more the Shankara the Advaitic Master. He was now the 
Parabrahman looking at his own creation. He felt he himself was the white world all 



around, inside outside, the one undifferentiated Supreme Reality. All the shapes were 
there buried inside the white Parabrahman but not manifest yet. When the ego, the 
scorched identity of the witness state (Sun) appears, all the forms will manifest one by 
one.
But as yet he was in the Unmanifest state of white world; pure, untainted, without any 
differentiation. He looked at his own Para Brahman state and saluted himself! He felt 
himself learning the truth from himself in the majestic silence that pervaded there. He 
was in the ‘North’! Not the north of the geographical map, but in the UTTARA, the ascent 
state of Reality. DAKSHINA was the myriad world of forms where all objects continuously 
changed their shapes disappearing and reforming again and again. He was himself the 
Dakshinaamurthy; the Supreme state of Para Brahman, the UNMANIFEST which contained 
within it all the potentialities and all possible states of the entire manifested world. The 
Manifest Brahman was Dakshinaamurthy; the Unmanifest Supreme Reality in the ‘ascent 
state’ descending down to the next state of MANIFEST BRAHMAN with form; the Murthy 
facing Dakshina; the manifest form of the world with changes and differentiations.
Shankara was lost to himself in that Supreme Blissful State where he was both the 
UNMANIFEST AND MANIFEST BRAHMAN. There was no difference between the Manifest 
and Unmanifest. Both states were just two types of descriptions in language; nothing 
more. There was just One second-less state: the Dakshinaamurthy; looking at himself 
through himself by himself. 

EKAM EVA ADVITEEYAM BRAHMA; NEHA NAANAASTI KINCHANA!
One non-dual Brahman alone is there; there is no differentiation at all here, not in the least!
                                                                                                                                                   - Shankara
Brahman is not the name of the God; it is the word used to denote the Supreme Reality 
which is beyond the grasp of words and mind. PARA means that which transcends; 
BRAHMAN means the Greatest, Biggest, and Supreme State!
Shankara was the Parabrahman now. His body stayed buried inside the snow like a statue; 
his mind was withdrawn; only Brahman was there!
In the Earth life many days passed. The disciples got worried about the Guru who had 
gone for a solitary walk and never returned. They felt anxious and went in search of their 
Guru. The mountains were dark and cold. Somehow hoping that the Guru might have 
gone to the peak of the mountain, the disciples ascended the top of the hill. A mound of 
snow freshly formed attracted their attention. Feeling apprehensive, they dug the snow 
quickly and found the body of the Guru in the state of contemplation. They saluted him 
and prayed to him to descend down to their level and not discard the body to die and 
disappear. Shankara’s eyes slowly opened like two early morning lotuses. His eyes were 
red. Tears flowed from his eyes incessantly. His body was shivering not by the cold but 
by the overflowing bliss. The disciples asked him what had happened.
Shankara was not still fully awake to the world of forms. He was slowly descending 
down to the Dakshina state of forms and names. But he was able to remember his own 
state as the Unmanifest manifest Brahman as Dakshinaamurthy. He saluted silently his 
own Self which was Parabrahman and uttered hymns of Advaita explaining the whole 
mystery of Creation.
On the topmost section of the White Mountain, in the incessantly falling snow the 
disciples sat surrounding their Guru. And Shankara taught them the secrets of the 
Parabrahman state as he himself experienced it a while ago. He was now ‘Parabrahman’ 



as the ‘mind of Shankara’ explaining about himself as ‘Dakshinaamurthy’ to his own Self 
listening to him as the ‘minds of the disciples’.

BRAHMAN ALONE IS THERE; NOTHING ELSE WHATSOEVER

SALUTATIONS TO SRI DAKSHINAAMURTHY, THE STATE OF UNMANIFEST 
MANIFEST BRAHMAN!

VISHVAM DARPANADRSHYAMAANANAGAREETULYAM NIJAANTARGATAM
PASHYANNAATMANI BAHIRIVODBHUTAM YATHAA NIDRAYAA
YAH SAAKSHAAT KURUTE PRABODHASAMAYE ATMAANAMEVAADVAYAM
TASMAI SHREE GURUMURTAYE NAMA IDAM SHREE DAKSHINAAMURTAYE [1]

VISHVAM-DARPANA-DRSHYAMAANA-NAGAREE-TULYAM-NIJA-ANTAR-GATAM
PASHYAN-AATMANI-BAHIHI-IVA-UDBHUTAM-YATHAA-NIDRAYAA
YAH- SAAKSHAAT-KURUTE-PRABODHA-SAMAYE-SVA-AATMAANAM-EVA-ADVAYAM
TASMAI- SHREE-GURU-MURTAYE-NAMAHA-IDAM-SHREE-DAKSHINAAMURTAYE [1]

General Translation:
He who sees the entire world like a ‘city inside a mirror’ inside himself, seeing it as if it is  
outside of himself as in the sleep state; he who directly perceives his own undivided Self  
at the time of complete awakening; to that Great Guru, Dakshina Murthy, I offer this  
salutation.

VISHVAM- VI+SHVAM
VI - prefix meaning division
SHVA means change/movement.
All around you is manifold changing perception.
VISHVA does not mean a solid made world.
It is conceived by the mind.
Science also says the same thing; world is not solid; solidity is felt because the opposite charges inside 
atoms repel each other. Every atom is a whizzing cloud of electrons. Solidity is an electronic illusion.
VISHVA means the same thing; there is no solid world out there; just a change, a movement.
DARPANA - mirror - that which raises your vanity.
The first time you saw the mirror as a child, you were frightened of the form inside the mirror. But 
repeatedly trained by your elders you went on repeating that the form in the mirror is you and the ‘I’ ghost 
rose up from nowhere. 
NA- no; GA- move
NAGA – Mountain 
NAGAREE - That which does not move/well situated/that which contains buildings equal to Mountains. 
NIJA- one’s own
BHUTAM- occurrence, happening,
UT- to rise up
UDBHUTAM - a newly rising occurrence
NIDRAA- Sleep
AATMA- Essence



AKSHA - eyes
SA+AKSHA-With eyes
SAAKSHAAT - Direct Experience.
PRA- intense; BODHA - Intelligence/Understanding/wisdom
PRABODHA - Complete enlightenment.
DVAYAM- two
A+DVAYAM-Not Two/ not divided
GURU – Biggest/Greatest
DAKSHINA - South- Descent as opposed to UTTARA (Ascent)
MURTHY -Limitation/ bound by space time conceptions.
AA- Entire/Abundant/Complete
AAMURTHY - All forms whatever they are -bound by space and time.

-  All perceptions in entirety.
DAKSHINAAMURTHY - That State of Parabrahman which apparently exists as all the perceptions in 
entirety bound by all modes of space and time.

Meaningful translation:
Salutations to that Great Manifestation; that Manifestation towards the descent!
Salutations to THAT STATE which  sees the entire world of changes like a city seen in a 
mirror inside Itself; perceiving it as if it was outside Itself as in the state of sleep; which 
at the instance of complete enlightenment sees Its own Nature as undivided. 

DAKSHINAAMURTHY! 

At the mention of the name a popular picture comes to your view; a Shiva sitting silently 
under a tree and aged Rishis sitting around him!
Whoever be that Dakshina murthy, we salute Him also.
But the Dakshinaamurthy mentioned in these verses of Adi Shankara is not the Godhead 
Shiva but the ‘State of Parabrahman’ as described in the Upanishads.
Shankara himself has composed many hymns praising Godheads like Naaraayana, 
Annapurna Devi, Shiva and others. His purpose in authoring these works of devotion was 
to help the minds which were not able to cross over the conceptions of God with form.
Herein are presented the nine verses which describe the non-dual state of Self realization. 
The embodied Parabrahman is the Purusha who resides in the city of nine doors. This 
collection of nine verses is also the embodiment symbol of the Parabrahman who 
manifests as the Purusha. These verses are not going to bestow merits by just reciting 
them daily as a prayer. They are meant to be understood intellectually, meaning 
contemplated upon and the Self realized as per the guidance offered by Shankara!
After realizing, the individual Self knows itself as Dakshinaamurthy, the Unmanifest 
Manifest Brahman!

TASMAI SHREE GURUMURTAYE
This Dakshinaamurthy is not the Guru of modern vocabulary; but the Guru of ancient 
Sanskrit – Greatest; Biggest!
Who else can be bigger than Him who contains all bigger things within himself as a 
vibration!

NAMA IDAM SHREE DAKSHINAAMURTAYE
Who salutes whom? I salute my own Self!
Dakshinaamurthy! State of Parabrahman!



What is it like to be the ‘State of Parabrahman’? 
What is it like to be the Unmanifest Manifest Brahman?

Parabrahman just took a mirror and saw ITSELF in the mirror!
That is the Dakshinaamurthy – the Unmanifest Manifest Brahman!

His reflection inside the mirror was the entire array of created Worlds- VISHVA- the 
various continuous ever changing patterns!
But the amazing thing here is that the mirror, the reflection and the Seer and also the 
Unseeing Brahman were all One!
He was the Unmanifest of the Upanishads with all the possibilities of perceptions as his 
very nature.
He was the perceptions; he was the perceiver; he was the perceiving process also.
VI+SHVA the manifold change - was HE himself.
How does the ‘state of the Unmanifest Manifest Brahman’ see the ‘manifest world’ as 
Itself? 

It is as if the entire created world is just a reflection of one’s own Self in the mirror! But 
the mirror was not outside but inside him only – ‘NIJAANTARGATAM’
‘DARPANA DRISHYAMAANA NAGAREE TULYAM’ – equal to a city seen in the mirror!
Here the mirror was the Unmanifest Brahman; the reflection was he himself as the 
Manifest Brahman! HE was the Creator and the created too!
Look at the whole Universe around you; the house, family members, furniture, people, 
road everything; how big is your world?
Ask an ant: it is aware of nothing; but it just knows how to chase a smell and follow the 
line; it understands only food and enormous distances to cross in search of food. 
Parabrahman as an ant can see only that much.
Ask a mosquito: it also understands only food; or a poisonous stink (All-out) 
or dark hiding places; its intelligence level equals flush tank comments a physicist!
Parabrahman as a mosquito sees only that much.
HE sees the world as a chimpanzee; as a man; as a God; as a Shiva; as a Vishnu; as a 
Brahma: as every existing thing. 
As a rock HE sees nothing; as a tree HE just enjoys being alive; as a worm he crawls on 
creepers; as Rama HE kills Ravana; as Ravana HE gets killed; as Kamsa HE plans to kill 
the nephew; as Krishna HE drives the chariot of Arjuna. 
What HE is what HE is not?
HE is everything and not anything too.
HE is the Unmanifest; the Hunger; all potentialities and possibilities in totality.
Unmanifest Vaasanaas in totality.
HE alone becomes the Dakshinaamurthy when - (the word does not denote any particular 
time) these manifest worlds, bound by ‘time and space’ come into existence.
We cannot understand such a state through our intellects.
Our brains cannot conceive of anything that does not have space time co-ordinates.
Parabrahman is unconfined by space and time.
When all vaasanaas manifest, all words come into existence.
All the past, present, future events exist simultaneously in That Supremacy.



It is as if all the possible films are screened at the same instant. 
Who is the audience? Parabrahman! The Manifest Brahman!

HE sees them all; HE is all; HE is the very state of all manifested worlds and unmanifested 
potentialities.
HE is the infinite Energy flux.
HE is like the Singularity of the Science; He is the Parabrahman of the Scriptures.
HE exists not in space. But space exists in HIM.
HE is not a He or She but THAT.
We do not have words to describe that state; so we denote it as THAT! (TAT)
HE cannot be denoted by any name; he cannot be understood by any particular 
characteristic.
HE cannot be seen by us with our eyes.
HE cannot be perceived by our senses.
HE cannot be thought in our minds.
HE cannot be understood by out intellects.
We can only ‘remember’ HIM as our true nature.
We are all HE actually.
We are all waves in THAT.
There is no second person. 
THAT ALONE IS THERE!

VISHVAM DARPANA DRSHYAMAANA NAGAREE TULYAM 
The manifest world is like the mirrored Parabrahman; like the reflection of the 
Parabrahman.
It is both the Manifested state of vaasanaas and the Unmanifest vaasanaas. 
All possibilities, all potentialities, all quantum possibilities, all co-ordinates of space and 
time; all thoughts; all existences; all vibrations; all energy forms; all that is  and is not; all 
that is, was and will be; all that we experience and do not experience – is THAT!
But all are just reflections only; appearances only; not real!
The mirror is not affected by the reflections. SAT is not affected by ASAT!
The mirror reflecting ‘its own nature’ ‘in itself’ ‘as reflections’ is - THAT.

What is this ever changing state called VISHVA? 
It is like the city inside a mirror.
Infinite space and time possibilities as a reflected city exist in the mirror.
But mirror remains only as the support of all; unaffected by any thing that happens in the 
manifest world. The mirror is not affected by the reflections contained in it.
It exists simultaneously as the non-reflecting mirror and reflecting mirror; that state is 
known as THAT.

Our intellect stops at the threshold of ‘this CHIT’ unable to comprehend its true nature.
Our mind becomes silent in its presence.
Senses cease to go after appearances.

We are all the unreal appearances.
We are all just the Vaasana manifestations.



We have no identities as limited egos.
We and our life experiences alone are the cities seen in the mirror.
We as reflections cannot comprehend the mirror which is reflecting us all.
If we cease to think of us- the little egos as real and withdraw into the mirror-ness which 
is our true nature, then - we as little identities disappear and exist as mirror alone; as 
Parabrahman alone.

In our worlds, when we place some object before the mirror we see its reflection.
There is an outside and inside for the mirror.
But here the mirror is reflecting ‘its own’ unmanifest state and manifesting ‘as’ all of us.
It is NIJAANTARGATAM – within itself; there is no inside or outside. 
Nothing is outside the mirror seeing its reflection. 
This present perception itself is the huge three dimensional mirror; we are all the 
reflections of Parabrahman.
Maybe next time we look into the mirror we should see it as Parabrahman looking at his 
reflection as you!

We ‘are’ the manifest Brahman superimposing on the Unmanifest Brahman.
We are THAT! That alone is us all!
AHAM BRAHMAASMI! I AM THAT!
There is nothing else but THAT.
We are THAT!
We are the Manifest Brahman.
We are the Shiva, Vishnu. Brahma, Vyaasa, Vaalmiki, Rama, Krishna, crow, dog, 
elephant, cockroach, flies, mud, sand, oil, cars, bikes, computers, TVs, everything; we are 
all that; everything is THAT. 
All this is the manifest Brahman.

When you realize the Truth and are able to directly experience this Truth, you may sing 
like the ancient Sages- 
AAAA UUUU AAAA – (Just a sound describing the bliss of Brahman state) – 
I am ALL; I am ALL! 
Worlds fail to express that bliss; only this sound comes out - AAAA UUUU AAAA – say the 
Upanishads. The bliss of THAT state is not equal to any bliss the brain can imagine. All 
happiness the brain can experience as a human or a God is not even equal to a fraction of 
that Supreme Bliss!

PASHYAN - THAT alone perceives all this.
AATMANI – in its own Self
BAHIR IVA UDBHUTAM - as if everything is outside itself.
WE are the PARABRAHMAN seeing the world outside ourselves.
YATHAA NIDRAYAA – as if in a dream

In the dream state we create the whole world out of our own thoughts inside our minds 
and see it as if it is outside.
Here in the waking state also we see the world as existing outside ourselves.



This waking state is just another kind of dream, looking more stable because the 
memories that are stored in the brain before we sleep and after we rise up are the same 
memories. So we think we are in the same world where we slept last night.

What would happen if some evil demon erased our memories after we slept? Could we 
feel the continuity after waking up?
What is memory? Memory is just a recorded ‘molecular pattern’ in the neural network 
according to Neuro science. Suppose those memory patterns from our brains are copied 
by a computer and printed on any other brain randomly, will that brain also continue as 
our identities?

What is our identity? Name? Body?
Body is just a collection of cells; a cellular colony controlled by neural cells.
What is a name?
A label provided to a shape to avoid confusion in the society!
If you analyze the names of the ancient world, you will see that the names were kept 
according to their characters; not like modern days where sounds patterns are used as 
names.
Coming to our own identities, body or form is our identification.
If the body of a mother is cosmetically altered can a child recognize its mother?
If all get changed into perfect bodies and look identical, we will be no better than the herd 
of bleating sheep. 
Our names can be changed; bodies can be altered; genes are our identification now; DNA 
is our identification now. Soon we will carry our DNA pattern as our ‘ID’ cards. 
But even DNA can be altered in few more decades. 
We can plan the physical characters of future generation and may be able to get babies 
ordered to our expectations.
Even criminals can be changed into saints through chemical alterations in the brain.
Maybe ‘dacoit turned Vaalmiki’ stories may be repeated all over by the improving 
technology.
But what again is the answer for the question- what is our identification?
Bank balance? That is not a stable pattern as everyone knows.
Houses? They also can crumble if the Earth shivers once.
Our children? Parents? All are gene based relationships; remove the genes and you are a 
stranger! If the same chromosome was not there in your child, he would have thrown you 
out, the moment you retired!
Thoughts? They change too!
Desires? They too get finished off when fulfilled or turn into anger if unfulfilled.
Knowledge?
How many have true Knowledge?
What everyone knows is the biography of film stars, and the systems of politics running 
the country; or the complete data of sports stars!
Education? It is just to get a certificate to get you your job!
You need not have Knowledge to get certificates; it is enough if you vomit out the wrong 
or right statements given in the printed books within the span of an hour inside a room 



once every year. Till the next year session you can do whatever you want except seeking 
Knowledge!
So nothing is our identity! 
If we realize this Truth, we can produce this no-identity card and get permitted to enter 
the Sanctum Sanctorum of Parabrahman!
What are we actually?

We were aware of a world around us when we were born; we collected data of our 
environment slowly; believed or disbelieved what the already born adults taught us; we 
learnt to call the person seen in the mirror as ourselves. We wasted all our precious times 
in front of a mirror so that others could see our beautiful faces. Unfortunately we do not 
have a mirror hanging in front of our faces all the time. Only others can look at our faces 
and make a remark of admiration in a falsetto voice.  May be if the same trend of mirror- 
love continues, future homosapiens will evolve with an inbuilt mirror in front of their 
eyes.

What are our bodies?
Just some groups of cells working together unaware of their own existence!
We feed this cellular colony thinking it is us; we decorate the cellular shape thinking it is 
us; then one fine day, the cells rest in peace and – we? We are no more! 
We identified with just the inert cell structure and we disappear into oblivion once the 
cells die out.
We live only as long as the cells are alive.
The atoms which made those cells float away to form other shapes.
All our dreams, desires, possessions, evaporate into nothing.
This type of tragic ending occurs in our life-stories because we identify with the covering 
than the stuff inside.
We are identifying ourselves with the reflections and not with the mirror.
If our memories are erased every night, we won’t even know the date or day or house we 
wake up into.
We dream a different world every second.
If our identities changed every second we won’t know it at all.
We live as experiences only.
We dream, dream, dream; that is all.
But suppose we wake up?
Not inside a dream world; but suppose we wake up outside this reflection dream and see 
ourselves ‘as’ the mirror..?

PRABODHA SAMAYE 
When we wake up with PRA-BODHA Complete Knowledge of our true nature as 
Parabrahman...; like waking up from a dream…

SAAKSHAAT KURUTE
Not the realization as understood by the intellect by reading books; but suppose we fully 
wake up to our reality as a real experience…

AATMAANAM EVA 



We remain as our true selves; remain as the ‘Self’; for there is only one Self!

ADVAYAM
We remain as the ONE, undivided Self!
There is no difference between the mirror and the reflection.

Mirror itself is the reflected world of space and time; the reflected world has no separate 
existence other than as the mirror.
There are not two things- mirror and reflection.
The mirror alone exists AS reflections; the unmanifest AS the manifest; ADVAYA- not two.
Why not then use the word ONE?
As long you see the reflection or as long as you identify yourself with the reflection, the 
word ‘non-dual’ has to be used; if you wake up to your true nature, the reflections cease 
to exist for you and you can be the ONE – EKAM!
To that Dakshinaamurthy the salutation is offered.
Not to a God Shiva; we are the Dakshinaamurthys; we are the Unmanifest Brahman who 
manifests as all this.
Remember here the word ‘we’ does not mean the little identities of ‘I’ and ‘You’ with 
forms and names. We are the formless nameless THAT!
The reflection which knows itself as the mirror is the Dakshinaamurthy.
We are the Dakshinaamurthys; One Dakshinaamurthy manifests as all these little 
identities called you and me.
It is the very nature of the Unmanifest Manifest Brahman to be a mirror reflecting itself 
in a variety of ways in itself.

SALUTATIONS to THAT DAKSHINAAMURTHY who dreams the dream of this world 
and wakes up to the reality of his own Self! Salutations to my own Self! 
Salutations to all the perceived forms around me who are my own Self! 

Salutations to me, the Supreme Dakshinaamurthy, the Unmanifest Manifest 
Brahman! 

BEEJASYAANTARIVAANKURO JAGADIDAM PRAANGNIRVIKALPAM PUNAHA
MAAYAAKALPITADESHAKAALAKALANAA VAICHITRYACHITREEKRTAM
MAYAAVEEVA VIJRMBHAYATYAPI MAHAAYOGEEVAYAH SVECCHAYAA
TASMAI SHREE GURUMURTAYE NAMA IDAM SHREE DAKSHINAAMURTAYE [2]

BEEJASYA-ANTAHA-IVA-ANKURAHA-JAGAT-IDAM-PRAAK-NIR-VIKALPAM-PUNAHA
MAAYAA-KALPITA-DESHA-KAALA-KALANAA-VAICHITRYA-CHITREE-KRTAM
MAYAAVEE-IVA-VIJRMBHAYATI-API-MAHAA-YOGEE-IVA-YAH -SVA-ICCHAYAA
TASMAI- SHREE-GURU-MURTAYE-NAMAHA-IDAM-SHREE-DAKSHINAA-MURTAYE [2]

General Translation:



Before, this world was like the sprout inside the seed without any perturbation; again it  
was wondrously made as myriad varieties as the effectuations of space and time 
conceived by the power of delusion. Though He appears like a great magician; he does 
everything by his own will like a Great Yogi; to that Great Guru, Dakshina Murthy, I  
offer this salutation.

BEEJA - seed
ANKURA- sprout
JAGAT - Moving - World
NIRVIKALPAM - the state devoid of perturbations.
MAAYAA- Deluding power
MAAYAAVI- Magician
CHITREEKARANAM - wonder
VAICHITRYAM - manifoldness
KALANAA - effecting, doing
YOGI - one who remains in his own true Self even in the midst of worldly existence; one who is in union 
with the Supreme Self.
MAHAAYOGI - Parabrahman is the greatest ascetic; though he is all the individual souls in all modes of 
time, he remains as his own true Self!

Meaningful translation:
Salutations to that Great Manifestation; that Manifestation towards the descent!
Salutations to the Great Yogi who by his own will acting like a magician brings forth  
again the manifold wonders by creating time and space boundaries which previously 
existed within himself in the perturbation-less state like the sprouts in a seed .

How big is this Universe?
Look around you; the Earth stretches beyond the horizons. 
Look up above the sky; countless stars twinkle. Look at the farthest star; it may not even 
exist now. It is said that it took millions of years for the light ray originating from that 
star to reach our eyes. We are seeing only the star as it appeared a few million years ago. 
What would be its state now, we will know only after millions of years transpire.
The sky above is the past of the Earth. Anyone if present in the farthest star looking at our 
solar system now will be seeing its state as it was millions of years in the past; maybe like 
gaseous chaos.
We are seeing the Sun as it was eight minutes back.
We are even seeing the object in front of us in a slightly past state only; the time it takes 
for the light to reach our eyes decides the distance from the object and the time it takes 
for  the brain to cognize it through neural processes decides the time factor.
‘Is what we see only past thing? Is there no reality out there?’ - Many a Neuro scientist 
wonders nowadays. 
Leave out the Earth and its sky. This entire Universe is supposed to be a quantum 
measurement (the least measure that we can calculate) at a ‘point’ (Singularity) which is 
beyond space and time. Space and time do not exist there.
The description is almost suits our Parabrahman; but our Parabrahman is a conscious 
Principle!
According to science such singularities are countless; Universes are endless.
Time and space can extend infinitely.



Yogavaasishta speaks of the tri world of Bhuloka/Devaloka and Patala lokas as just one 
dust particle in the hosts of ever arising and disappearing dust atoms in the sunlight of 
CHIT. Vyaasa are many; Ramas are countless; Shivas rise and vanish like bubbles; 
Naaraayanas are innumerable.
The possibilities in the Unmanifest are beyond the counting system of mathematics.
Every possibility exists. Anything and everything happen.

Ghosts or devils or aliens; just conceive and they will arise; after all our Parabrahman is 
the greatest Graphic designer; order and it will be there! If Naaraayana in bluish hue 
exists in one Devaloka, he might exist as red hued God in other worlds as a possibility 
manifestation of CHIT!
If you start on your evening walk, every other step you would have taken becomes 
another existence of yours and arises as a Universe there itself.
Every moment every possibility becomes a Universe with its own past, present and 
future.
Even beyond the horizon exists another ‘you’ says Science. 
Beyond the horizon of that horizon another ‘you’ exists seeing another sky with billion 
stars; beyond that horizon another ‘you’ and so on and on!
All these exist at one single point which is not in space and not in time, but in the 
Supreme CHIT; like sprouts in a seed.

Take a banyan seed in you hand and look at it. 
Just visualize how many banyan trees are contained inside that tiny seed as possibilities.
First the seed grows into a huge tree producing countless seeds; those seeds again sprout 
into trees; each again produces innumerable trees.
If an ordinary seed contains infinite possibilities of the trees, imagine the Seeds of 
vaasanaas; how they can make infinite Universes.
Let us pick out randomly just one Vaasana from the Parabrahman seed packet and see 
what happens. Let it be the simplest; say we choose the ‘to live’ Vaasana; take it out; and 
pass your magic wand over it (after all you are The Parabrahman!); the Vaasana now 
appears as  a primordial cell; it just eats the cell next to it and ‘lives’. It has now two 
vaasanaas; ‘to live’ and ‘to survive’; it starts making copies of itself and starts passing it 
on to its bifurcated cell partner. As these cells die out , new cells survive as the 
continuation of the dead cells and live; they divide again; two into four, four into eight 
and so on; each Vaasana becomes thickened by repetition; the system improves by 
producing different varieties of cells; modifications occur; failures occur; mistakes 
happen; undaunted the system fights –to live and to survive, and of course ‘to reproduce’; 
reproductive system arises as a chance modification; sexual bifurcation occurs; one to 
make egg and one to care for it; new beings arise; new shapes arise; slowly the system 
evolves; and we are standing now here as the civilized homosapiens wondering whether 
we can change the DNA structure and survive, whether we as the brains can outlive this 
body as a single living person and become immortal. The survival Vaasana is still 
surviving. The living Vaasana is still living; the reproductive Vaasana is accompanied by 
the pleasure Vaasana; and to survive we need to be selfish too. So genes have developed a 
new character as their inbuilt Vaasana – ‘selfishness’. Same group of genes group 



together and try to outlive others; new names for relationships have been invented to 
enhance the gene survival– mother, father, son etc etc. 

Ask Sage Yaajnavalkya. He will tell you how selfish everyone is:
“The wife is loved not for the sake of the wife but for the sake of one’s own Self, 
O Maitreyi”, he instructs his dispassionate wife.  He discerns every relationship as 
maintained for the sake of the Self only; because self alone exists; unconsciously we 
learn to love our own selves.  Self is eternal; so we struggle to exist forever. Self is the 
Bliss supreme; we unconsciously run after happiness; for that is the indirect chasing of 
our own blissful Self in the wrong direction

Self is of the nature of Knowledge; so we seek Knowledge in everything. We want to 
learn to cook; to read and write; to paint; to compute; all are just another expression of 
the same Self we are all waves of.
We now saw how one Vaasana of ‘to live’ has now filled the entire planet Earth with 
crawling homosapiens like some fungus spread on the bread slice.
And this Earth is just a tiny – very very tiny ‘pale blue dot’ in the infinitely expanding 
space all around us. The sky above us may abound with such Earths and some fungus 
might be spreading on their surfaces also.
There is no ‘up above’ the sky; all ‘up’s and ‘downs’ are just ideas created by our brains 
‘to survive’; in reality there are no directions in space. And this vast space all around us 
might hide within it countless solar systems and Earths with highly civilized 
communities. How many civilizations have appeared and gone in the vast arena of this 
Universe we do not know.
Our sun is a tiny star in a galaxy; which is a tiny light in the host of galaxies; which again 
is tiny light in hosts of galaxies going round galaxies going round galaxies…..(?)
As we feel smug in the one small  Universe solidly appearing around us, we have another 
discovery announced by Scientists- ‘Parallel Universes’ – ‘the possibility Universes’; 
where if I drink tea one Universe arises and if I drink coffee another Universe appears as 
the next possible Universe; so appear Bourn vita, Horlicks and alcohol Universes too. 
What all possibilities could have occurred in your life become Universes with another 
‘you’ experiencing it without ‘your’ Knowledge! So do not worry if you miss the bus or 
lottery; another ‘you’ would have got it and must be happily living in another Universe; 
after all it is ‘you’ in another Universe! That much for your greatness as ‘I’! ‘You’ are just 
dime a dozen! 
How many copies of you exist? Innumerable! 
So any Vaasana you develop starts appearing as another Universe with its own space and 
time boundaries; any thought you randomly think becomes a reality in another part of the 
Universe or in another Universe! Nothing goes waste! Be careful of what you think too! 
Thought is a tiny bacteria like thing you produce which also acts ‘to live’, ‘to survive’; it 
even goes from one brain to other through ‘memes’ replicating itself! Any negative 
thought, you not only harm yourself but other Universes too!
Just imagine this scene; you are standing in front of some ticket counter, and your mind is 
oscillating continuously – ‘Will I get it?’ ‘Will I not? -’ you have created two Universes 
already; whether you will be the ‘you who got the ticket’ or the ‘you who missed the 
ticket’ is a random occurrence; some unpredictable quantum level beyond our 



measurements - decides it!  You would be better off if you only believed in the positive 
outcome only –‘ ticket or no ticket, I am happy’; surely you have created only one 
possibility – ‘I will be happy’; and ‘you’ as only ‘you’ walk out whistling a favorite tune 
of yours. There is some scientific background in Krishna’s statements in Gita – be equal 
minded in pain and pleasure; When Patanjali advises ‘Control the quivering of the mind’ 
it is quite sensible;  when Upanishads tell you to recite with feeling – ‘Let the entire 
Creation be happy’  - it is for your own good!

Every thought is a potentiality; a possible Universe lurking inside it; at some point in 
time and in some space it will fructify surely, like a seed buried in soil for hundreds of 
years can sprout suddenly if exposed to water and sunlight.
So do not blame the fate or God when you encounter difficulties; your own anxiety 
thoughts have created your tragic world for you; and surely the happy world you live is 
also not a special gift of God but your own making.
We are all tiny packages of unmanifest vaasanaas; we are tiny Parabrahmans creating 
universes at every step. We are tiny seeds with potential Universes hiding inside us ready 
grow into trees any time. 
And we never die; death is a myth like fate. We will never stop existing. Our thoughts , 
desires, attachments, wants will again and again create new universes for us and we will 
go on experiencing innumerable worlds as Jeevas; this is what is known as Bhava 
Saagara- the ocean of worldly existences- the Wheel of Samsaara! 
Like a water drop appearing in some one corner of the ocean for a fraction of a second we 
appear with some shape and label in this vast arena of creations; again disappear into the 
ocean after a fraction of a second of life experience, and rise again elsewhere in another 
space time network, in another corner of the ocean; we may take the same form and same 
life again and again as long as our wants for such a life exists.  We rotate in the same 
experiences again and again as if chained to a perpetual torture machine.
Any thought of hatred towards a person recreates another life with the same copy of the 
person in your Universe; any undue attachment towards anybody also brings copies of 
same life; the problem is you may not always be a human being every time; after all you 
are just a collection of vaasanaas; so if you love basket ball too much, instead of a player 
you may have an existence as a basket ball; if you love your makeup kit too much, you 
may appear as a lipstick tube next time till the Vaasana dies out. Human birth is a rare 
appearance indeed!
The world around you is just a stage for all types of vaasanaas to dance about. The wall, 
the house, tree, bird, etc etc. from the lowest worm to the highest God - is just a dance of 
vaasanaas; or the dance of Parabrahman; CHIT-AMBARA NRTYAM -the Cosmic Dance of 
Parabrahman!
As long as we are attached to our own form and family how can we die? When others see 
us dying, we may be seeing a similar world in the Xerox copy of the previous life.
There need not exist a successive birth; time and space are not absolute; every moment 
we might be experiencing another world completely different from the one we 
experienced a moment ago! How can we tell the difference? Only the neural 
configurations in the brains decide our perceptions. If the same neural configurations 
randomly float elsewhere we will re-exist with the same life, same form and same family, 
say even after billions of years; may be even in another star! Atoms form and reform; 



cells form and reform; nothing becomes less or more; everything exists the same in 
totality; we, the brain configurations also appear and disappear repeatedly. 
We are all deathless; because we are the waves existing in CHIT. There is no difference 
between the ocean and the waves; when we are the very water drops of the ocean of 
immortality how can we die? We are deathless as individual souls; we are deathless as 
Dakshinaamurthys!

This vastness; all these modes of space and time; all the Universes that exist in all types 
of mathematical calculations - exist in that ‘one point’ of Chit - as its very nature. 
CHIT is the AADI BEEJA! The First Seed! 

PRAAK NIRVIKALPAM
What was there before the First Seed started sprouting?
What was there before all this began?
What was before ‘before’? 
There existed only the vibrations-less state; silent; without any perturbation.
Before what?
Before the ‘before and after’ appeared.
Since there was no ‘before’ before, we can only describe that state as 
NIRVIKALPAM - Silent unperturbed state of Parabrahman where there were no creations; 
no perceptions; no thoughts; no ‘I’; no ‘you’; nothing whatsoever existed; only the 
Hunger was there! Only the potentialities were there in the Unmanifested state!
Parabrahman was not the Dakshinaamurthy before ‘before’; Only the Unmanifest existed 
before the manifested perceptions appeared!
It was like a seed with all potentialities; rather it is a seed with all potentialities ready to 
sprout. The two terms- ‘before’ and ‘after’ refer only to the two levels of the same 
Reality; two angles of the Same Reality.
In an ordinary seed it needs time to sprout.
But in Parabrahman the seed is also the sprouted tree! Time and space also are seeds 
which sprout along with other vaasanaas!
Seed ready to sprout into infinite varieties and all infinite varieties already sprouted exist 
simultaneously with various space and time measures providing the boundaries.

SAVIKALPAM- With perturbations – Manifest Brahman
NIRVIKALPAM- Without perturbations – Unmanifest Brahman

Since there is no particular moment when the world appeared and a particular moment 
when it did not appear (Time does not exist in the CHIT level) we have to conclude that 
SAVIKALPA Brahman ‘is’ the NIRVIKALAPA Brahman. 
If two types of Brahman are supposed to exist as Nirvikalpa and Savikalpa, then the very 
definition of Brahman as ADVAYAM- undivided will become meaningless.
The ‘idea’ in the Parabrahman is a reality; the perturbation in CHIT ‘is’ the world we 
perceive; Seed exists along with the sprouted tree!
How? Because of the magic wand the Parabrahman holds!
He is the MAAYAAVI – the Magician!



The vibrations form the very nature of Parabrahman and exist as a ‘reality’ in the space 
time canvas. 
The untainted pure mirror exists as the reflecting mirror too. 
Mirror is unaffected by reflections; Parabrahman is unaffected by the manifested worlds! 
Nirvikalpa Brahman is the Savikalpa Brahman!
Who is there as a second person to see it as different? 

If you stand at the tip of the North Pole step any side, it will be north only; there is no 
south there; you have to imagine a south there as opposed to the north!

In Nirvikalpa Brahman, there is no Dakshinaamurthy! Yet the conceived world of 
perceptions exists as a part of the unperturbed Parabrahman. Dakshinaamurthy, the entire 
totality of all forms is the very nature of Parabrahman. It is his Power of manifestation! 
Mirror’s very nature is to reflect! You cannot separate the reflecting power from the 
mirror; them it will cease to be a mirror!
You cannot separate the Dakshinaamurthy as a separate existence un-connected to 
Nirvikalpa Brahman! Dakshinaamurthy is the character which makes Parabrahman, the 
Parabrahman! Here Character does not refer to the GUNA or superimposed quality as in a 
God with form.
You cannot superimpose the character of reflection to a mirror.
A mirror means the reflecting mechanism.
So also Unmanifest Brahman means the Manifest Brahman also.
Nirvikalpa state also suggests Savikalpa state.
That is why the word ADVAYA is used.
Not two; but One appearing as two!
The moment a second identity appears in a space time boundary as you or me, the 
apparent differentiation arises as Savikalpa and Nirvikalpa states. 
We are the Savikalpa state of Parabrahman!
In our limited level we differentiate through language the ‘before’ and ‘after’ of the 
Creations; whereas in the Parabrahman level it is itself the un-sprouted state and also the 
sprouted state.

How does it all happen- the magic of one appearing as two?
Because of Maaya- delusory power of Parabrahman!
We are the Parabrahman in the deluded state.

The Necker Cube: a wire frame cube with no depth cues.



Be staring at it; you will see the cube turned towards you.
Continue staring; you will see the cube facing the other way.
The cube did not change its nature; our brains see it in two angles.

Like in the example of the Necker tube, flip one level - it is Nirvikalpa Brahman; flip 
another level, it is the Savikalpa Brahman. Same reality exists as both the deluded and 
deluding Self.

MAAYAA- Deluding Power!
What is the nature of this MAAYA?
It produces the space time conception; space time reckoning; and there arises instantly all 
these varieties of existences.
Parabrahman is the magician who moves his magic wand over himself in the seed form 
and instantly exists as the countless sprouted trees and presents the grand show of the 
world.
Nowadays with the progressing technology we are able to have experiences in a virtual 
world. We can run, race, climb Mountains; fight wars; kill and get killed; yet we do not 
get affected by what stories run in our virtual worlds. We have fun with every comic or 
tragic situation. We are both identities at the same time – the virtual and the real; yet we 
remain in our true identities all the time. 
Suppose we progress so much in technology that we create virtual universes in the lab 
and play the characters there..!?
Suppose the virtual character in the virtual world develops Self-awareness and starts 
feeling all the experiences as his and suffers; then what will you do? May be send him a 
virtual message about all the science facts and assure him that his identity is not real;
explain to him that you - existing outside his Universe - are the actual player and if he 
gets out of his limited identity, he will be yourself acting there.
Or, you may not bother at all! After all the virtual character is a programmed binary 
character; his tears or laughters are also binary products! 
You may feel compassionate also and connect to a random character in the virtual world 
and explain the whole thing directly to that suffering soul as an avatar, a descent of God! 
Maybe he will worship you daily and recite hymns to please you and begs for miracles. 
You are the God for the virtual world character, because you programmed his existence, 
you control his Universe by tapping your keyboard; but in your heart of hearts you know 
that he does not have a real existence at all!
We are unaffected when playing virtual games because we are continuously aware of our 
own identities; we know that the virtual world is unreal; we never for a moment lose our 
Self-awareness; yet we play the virtual world games as if our own life and death depends 
on winning the game.
We with our limited technology can play very few games; but Parabrahman has the 
potentiality to become anything; experience anything! He is not affected by any 
happenings in his magically created worlds. 
Why would a happy Parabrahman want to delude himself; become unhappy; and realize 
oneself? It is his game; to just have all these experiences and yet remain without 
experiencing. That is the magic of this Great Yogi.
He is the unmanifest manifest Brahman. 



SALUTATIONS to THAT DAKSHINAAMURTHY who dreams the dream of this world 
and wakes up to the reality of his own Self! Salutations to my own Self! 
Salutations to all the perceived forms around me who are my own Self! 

Salutations to me, the Supreme Dakshinaamurthy, the Unmanifest Manifest 
Brahman!

YASYEIVA SPHURANAM SADAATMAKAMASATKALPAARTHAKAM BHAASATE
SAAKSHAATTATVAMASEETI VEDAVACHASAA YO BODHAYATYAASHRITAAN
YATSAAKSHAATKARANAADBHAVENNA PUNARAAVRITTIRBHAVAAMBHONIDHOU
TASMAI SHREE GURUMURTAYE NAMA IDAM SHREE DAKSHINAAMURTAYE [3]

YASYA-EVA-SPHURANAM-SAT-AATMAKAM-ASAT-KALPA-ARTHAKAM BHAASATE
SAAKSHAAT-TAT-TVAM-ASI-ITI-VEDA-VACHASAA-YAHA-BODHAYATI-AASHRITAAN
YAT-SAAKSHAAT-KARANAAT-BHAVET-NA-PUNAHA-AAVRITTIHI-BHAVA-AMBHU-NIDHOU
TASMAI- SHREE-GURU-MURTAYE-NAMAHA-IDAM-SHREE-DAKSHINAA-MURTAYE [3]

General Translation:
He whose projection though of the nature of ‘Existence Absolute’ shines forth with the 
purpose of conception of non existence; He who enlightens those who take shelter in him 
with the Vedic statement – ‘you are That in direct experience’; by the realization of which 
there will not occur again the returning in the ocean of the worldly existences, to that to  
that Great Guru, Dakshina Murthy, I offer this salutation.

SPHURANAM - breaking forth, quivering, shining, flashing
KALPA-imagination, conception
SAT- Existence, Real
ASAT -not real, nonexistent
ARTHAKAM –purpose of
BHAA -shine
AKSHA – eyes
SAAKSHA - with eyes
SAAKSHAAT - Direct experience
AAVRITTIHI - revolving, reversion, returning, coming back
AMBHAS - waters
AMB HONIDHI - Ocean
ARTHAKAM - purpose

Meaningful translation:
Salutations to that Great Manifestation; that Manifestation towards the descent!
Salutations to that Supreme state by realizing which there will not be a return to the 
ocean of worldly existence; by realizing which the contemplating one will experience the 
Vedic Truth – That Thou Art; by realizing which one will know the entire world of  
perceptions as unreal and as emanating from his own true Self as Parabrahman!



It may be argued that even if the Supreme Brahman alone is appearing as this world,  I 
love my existence as this individual Self; what need is there for any liberation!
‘I love the hallucinations/ dreams/ virtual worlds even if they are unreal; please do not 
disturb me drowned in those unreal worlds; I am happy; I do not want to know the truth; 
I have my Gods and Gurus to protect me; I have my astrologers to predict my future; I 
have my ghosts to frighten me; I have my superstitions to guide me; I have heavens and 
hells to visit after death; I do not want the bitter truth that everything I see is unreal; I 
cannot call my mother as a gene partner; I like the stars above to control my daily life. Do 
not upset my contended life by this bomb burst of facts’
That is what every alcoholic would say; every drug addict would say; every God loving, 
family loving worldly person will say.
If we say we do not want to wake up from this unreal world, we are not less idiotic than 
the hallucinating drug addicts.

Sri Ramakrishna explains this fact like this:
When a fisher man casts the net and is catching huge amount of fish, some fish die; some 
escape quickly before they die; some do not even try to get out feeling happy inside that 
net. The man who does not strive for the Knowledge of his own Self belongs to third 
category.
How can we be ever happy being some one else other than us?
Let us analyze factually who we are!
All our unique physical characteristics are there because of the parental genes dating back 
to the first primordial cell.
You are what you are physically because of a random mathematical number or DNA 
coding that came up by chance; one chance in billion years of evolution for you to exist 
as yourself; a chance to see the Earth circling round the sun for a few decades!
One fine day your brain would send out the message to all the members of the cell- 
colony, (which you call yourself) to stop working and the cells would obey the master 
without questioning; then ‘you’ will be no more! Is that all? Does your life have no 
meaning at all? 

The reflection in the mirror paused for a fraction of a second; looked at itself and asked 
this question? Who am I? Am I worth nothing? 
The mirror answered:
“You are ME! You are worth everything as ME!”
The reflection said:
“How can you be me? I am nothing; I have only a limited form; I am bound by space and 
time; I have no control over my life; but you are eternal; all mighty; God; Supreme 
Controller; Eternal; immortal; all knower; I can exist only by worshiping you, pleasing 
you; save me please!”
“God?” The mirror laughed! “Which God? Who is there to worship me as God? I am the 
only one existing” 
The mirror said:
 “You are not of limited form”; the reflection lost its form!
The mirror said:



 “You are not bound by space and time”; the reflection was suddenly free of all space 
time limitations!
 The mirror said:
 “You are me”; there was no reflection at all; only the mirror talking to itself!
Even that slight perturbation stopped.
There was Absolute Silence.
No one was there but THAT.

The particular reflection which asked the question never had to become the reflection 
again. It was now the mirror shining as countless other reflections!
All these other reflections were making a lot of noise; this is mine; I am beautiful; this is 
my son; this is my grandpa; I want this; I hate you; I own so much property; I want to 
earn a lot of money; I won the election; so on and so on.

The mirror knew everything; for it was the very awareness which was aware of 
everything; yet it was without any perturbation; there was only absolute silence; absolute 
bliss; absolute Knowledge!

SALUTATIONS to THAT DAKSHINAAMURTHY who dreams the dream of this world 
and wakes up to the reality of his own Self! Salutations to my own Self! 
Salutations to all the perceived forms around me who are my own Self! 

Salutations to me, the Supreme Dakshinaamurthy, the Unmanifest Manifest 
Brahman.

NAANAACHIDRAGHATODARASTITHAMAHAADEEPAPRABHAABHAASVARAM
JNAANAM YASYA TU CHAKSHURAADIKARANADVAARAABAHIRSPANDATE
JAANAAMEETI TAMEVABHAANTAMANUBHAATYETADSAMASTAMJAGAT
TASMAI SHREE GURUMURTAYE NAMA IDAM SHREE DAKSHINAAMURTAYE [4]

NAANAA-CHIDRA-GHATA-UDARA-STITHA-MAHAA-DEEPA-PRABHAA-BHAASVARAM
JNAANAM-YASYA-TU-CHAKSHUHU-AADI-KARANA-DVAARAA-BAHIHI-SPANDATE
JAANAAMI-ITI-TAM-EVA-BHAANTAM-ANUBHAATI-ETAT-SAMASTAM-JAGAT
TASMAI- SHREE-GURU-MURTAYE-NAMAHA-IDAM-SHREE-DAKSHINAA-MURTAYE [4]

General Translation:
He who is shines forth excellently like the light of the lamp kept inside the hollow of the 
pot with many holes; the Knowledge of whom vibrates forth through the sense organs like 
eyes etc; the shining one  whom the entire world cognizes saying ‘I know’;  to that Great  
Guru, Dakshina Murthy, I offer this salutation.



CHIDRA -hole
GHATA – a large earthen pitcher
UDARA –belly, cavity
DEEPA –lamp, light (to shine, to blaze)
PRABHAA –to shine forth, to gleam
PRA – (prefix) – forward, in front, onward, away, excessive, beginning etc.
BHAASVARA- greatest, best, excellent light;
BHAA – light, luster, brightness
CHAKSHUS - eye
KARANA – instrument or means of an action
BAHIHI – external, outside
SPANDA – throbbing, vibration
JAANAAMI – I know
BHAANTAM - shining
ANU – to follow, to go after, connected with
SAMASTAM – thrown together, joined together

Meaningful translation:
Salutations to that Great Manifestation; that Manifestation towards the descent!
Salutations to that Supreme state; which manifestation alone is experienced by the entire  
world as ‘I cognize’; which manifestation alone as Knowledge pours out through the 
senses as  an external space time experience; which manifestation is the Supreme light of  
Consciousness acting as the individual Cognizer as if contained in a pot filled with holes.

How does One Supremacy appear as so many?
You as the Jeeva - the collection of vaasanaas - pause for a second in your unceasing 
chase after senses objects and ponder; look at yourself; analyze yourself. 
The body you call as yourself is inert.
It is a cell-pot.
It is just a heap of atoms moving in and out.
Your body does not even have a proper shape; your brain does it for you by drawing 
lines. 
Your shape is somewhat like a puddle in the muddy ground. The brain somehow 
conceives proper shapes and superimposes perfect shapes on the vague collections of 
atoms and makes you feel comfortable.
It codes color symbols for the speeding electromagnetic waves and keeps you happy.
It creates sound- symbols inside itself to decode the changing pressures of the atmosphere 
and makes you feel secure.
Though all these coding systems evolved in the surviving race of the gene groups, we can 
ignore all that just for now and just analyze our present existence. 
Actually you are a moving wave of atoms; a collection of cells busily going on about 
their work without an idea of why they are doing whatever they are doing.
As they work like automatons some neural cells flash forth in different symbolic forms as 
commands without knowing why they are doing whatever they are doing.
The whole structure labeled as ‘you’ is like an ant colony where innumerable ants are 
busily moving in different formations without knowing why they are doing whatever they 
are doing.
In this mobile colony, where are ‘you’ situated?
Who are you? 



The cells?  Atoms? Collections of cells? Piles of atoms? Symbols which arise in the 
gooey mass at the top of this anthill?
Who are you? Where are you?
Something still says ‘I’ am there; ‘I’ am in control of everything!
What control? Whose control?
The whole ant colony or rather the cellular colony of you body is obeying the command 
of the chemicals oozing out in the gooey mass at the top!
Still you are screaming ‘I’ am there! 
What is this ‘I’?
This I is not the cell colony; not the pile of atoms; not the chemically moved mobile 
vehicle; but ‘I’!
Again look at the body you call yourself.
There are some holes here and there; these holes came into existence in the evolutionary 
cycle just for the sake of survival! 

Let us just look at the body as it is now at twenty first century.
Two holes on two sides created in a particular shape to catch the changes in air pressure 
and pass it to the brain which makes a noise within itself and says – sound.
Two holes at the top of the so called face; the light rays travelling at the speed of one lakh 
eighty six thousand miles per second, hit the object and hit these two holes; which convey 
the message to the brain and the brain sees an upside down picture; it quickly colors it up; 
straightens it up and says - sight.
To tell you the secret of light, if it was not speeding at that particular speed, the whole 
world you see would just become a picture scribbled by an insane person. No wonder 
humans worship this electromagnetic frequency as a form of God!
Another two holes below a conal structure; which filter the atmospheric gaseous garbage, 
take only the oxygen and throw away the rest of the gaseous matter regularly without a 
break; these holes also decode the molecules that enter them saying this smell is good; 
this is fragrant, this is rotten etc. and inform the brain about the dangers and good things 
of the world.
Another huge gaping hole exists at the bottom of the round wobbling mass of flesh, with 
a soft padded door, with crushing mechanisms and a snaky fleshy carpet alert for any 
thing that enters inside.
The snake warns the brain about the good and bad of the fuel intake of the chemical 
automaton; yet the brain ignores its warnings and pushes whatever is available into the pit 
like shoveling garbage into a pit.
The snake also is capable of altering air pressures coming out of it, so other brains decode 
it as language and communicate.
Seven holes are over; the other two are the excretory and reproductive organs.
Eat and push out; mate and reproduce; this is the set rule for this survival machine.
This cellular mechanism has never stopped working from the time the first cell started its 
business of survival and is going on now and will go on forever unless man-made 
machines take over world in the future and put a stop to gene commands.

You are the nine holed ant colony with a screaming ‘I’ somewhere inside.
What is this ‘I’?
This ‘I’ is the Supreme Brahman.



It is pure Consciousness.
This awareness leaks out through these holes and says I see, I hear, I feel; I taste; I 
reproduce; etc etc.

The vaasanaas inside the One big ‘I’ of Parabrahman write the picture of the world for 
their play; and that is perceived by the one and only ‘I’ as the perceived world.
And this One and only Parabrahman ‘I’ creates a ‘ghost I’ and starts imagining the cell 
colony as itself; believes the inert body which is not aware of anything as the ‘I’ and 
experiences a life bound by space and time limitations; the ‘ghost I’ starts suffering 
identifying itself with every perception occurring through the senses; and that is the story 
of our existence!
That ‘One I’ pours out through the screen of the Vaasana and through the brushes called 
senses and draws the colorful picture of the world and imagines itself to be a bound 
being.

SALUTATIONS to THAT DAKSHINAAMURTHY who dreams the dream of this world 
and wakes up to the reality of his own Self! Salutations to my own Self! 
Salutations to all the perceived forms around me who are my own Self! 

Salutations to me, the Supreme Dakshinaamurthy, the Unmanifest Manifest 
Brahman.

DEHAMPRAANAMAPEENDRIYAANYAPI CHALAAM BUDDHIMCHASUNYAM VIDUHU
STREEBAALAANDHAJADOPAMAASTVAHAMITI BHRAANTAABRSHAMVAADINAHA
MAAYAASHAKTIVILAASAKALPITAMAHAAVYAAMOHASAMHAARINE
TASMAI SHREE GURUMURTAYE NAMA IDAM SHREE DAKSHINAAMURTAYE [5]

DEHAM-PRAANAM-API-INDRIYAANI-API-CHALAAM-BUDDHIM-CHA-SHUNYAM-VIDUHU
STREE-BAALA-ANDHA-JADA-UPAMAAHA-TU-AHAM-ITI-BHRAANTAA-BRSHAM-VAADINAHA
MAAYAA-SHAKTI-VILAASA-KALPITA-MAHAA-VYAAMOHA-SAMHAARINE
TASMAI- SHREE-GURU-MURTAYE-NAMAHA-IDAM-SHREE-DAKSHINAA-MURTAYE [5]

General Translation:
He who destroys the great infatuation arising by the power of Maaya in those  who 
understand  the body, vital air, senses, change, intellect and void as the ‘I’, deluded like 
the woman, child, blind man  and idiot, and  argue the same with intensity;  to that Great  
Guru, Dakshina Murthy, I offer this salutation.

DEHAM – body
PRAANAM – vital air
INDRIYAANI – sense organs
CHALAAM -moving
BUDDHI - intellect
SUNYAM - void



VID – to know
STREE - woman
BAALA - child
ANDHA - blind
JADA- inert, dull, stupid, senseless
UPAMA – resemblance, similarity
BHRAANTA – gone astray, mistaken, wandering about, perplexed
BRSHAM –intense, excessively, repeatedly
VAADA -argument
SHAKTI - power
VILAASA- sport, play
VYAAMOHA- infatuation, bewilderment, perplexity
SAMHAARA-destruction, withdrawing, closing, restraining, conclusion

Meaningful Translation:
Salutations to that Great Manifestation; that Manifestation towards the descent!
Salutations to that Supreme state; the realization of that state destroys the great delusion 
which arises by the deluding power of the Supremacy which has made possible the 
countless theories about Self which argue the Self to be the gross body, vital air, senses,  
Change, Intellect, or void; such that this delusion makes even learned ones to act foolish 
like  non-realized, immature idiots who act blind to the Immediate Truth-our own 
Consciousness or awareness!

MAAYA! The supreme deluding power of Parabrahman!
It covers up the Truth and makes it appear as something else!
The main delusion we are all suffering from is our identities!
We are not what we believe we are!
We have forgotten our true identity and thinking something else as us!
What is this misunderstood identity like?

We laugh at the brain damaged patients imprisoned within the four walls of the mental 
institutions when some of them say that they are Napoleons; that are the presidents; that 
they are the famous film stars; etc etc. they do not lie; but live in their own world of 
imagination where it is true only for themselves.
We, who firmly believe in our own intellectual superiority, call them as mad and pity 
them because they live in an imagined world of their own. We see schizophrenics who 
converse with people whom we do not see; we give them medical attention anxious about 
their wellbeing. But for the schizophrenic, his hallucination is very very real. 
In one sense, we are also schizophrenic, insane and blabbering non sense about our 
identities; because the whole populated world experiences the same hallucinations we do 
not understand our own insane condition.
Which mental institution is there to cure our misconceptions?
Some of us think that the ant colony of the body is the only reality.
We feed it, pamper it, beautify it, cover it with gold and silk and diamonds; push all that 
is edible into its gaping hole; and then one day vanish off with the death of the cells.
We thought we were the body; so we die with it.
We live in our hallucination of a body based world. We love our clothing with nine 
stinking holes.



Some are slightly a step above the body based world. They think of themselves as the 
PRAANA residing inside the body. The life-force is the ‘I’ they proclaim. They raise the 
power of Praana and experience various types of blissful states.
Some imagine themselves as souls residing inside the heart region. They imagine worlds 
after death where they will go as a white light up somewhere.
They imagine hells that boil us and heavens where pretty maidens hug and kiss us; they 
think of God worlds where Krishna will play his flute or a Shiva will dance to reward 
their devotion.  They think of eternal worlds where they sing bhajans unceasingly and 
imagine a God to patiently hear all their blabbering of fanatic love.
They imagine ghosts and spirits; they imagine devils and demons; they imagine evil gods 
and good devils! 
Which mental institution is ready to cure this type of hallucination?
Some people are not even aware of their own existence. The evolutionary level of Self 
awareness itself is not reached by them. They live in the world of senses.
Eyes want to see something; they see; ears wants to hear; they hear; tongue wants to 
taste; they taste any thing and everything - even loathsome cockroaches fried in oil. 
Living every moment only for fulfilling the ever rising wants of the mind they chase 
sensual pleasures; they live in the sense-world only. They do not understand love, or 
patriotism, or Knowledge or values. They understand only the dopamine secretions in 
their brains and strive only for attaining such chemically induces pleasures.
‘Enjoy every moment’ is their motto; and they enjoy, enjoy enjoy, till one day all the 
poison of the enjoyments bursts out as diseases and leads them towards destruction 
through the path of  untold miseries.
Some people are at a higher level than these lost identities.
They do not go after these mean enjoyments; they revel in intellectual pleasures.
They understand the subtlest truths of science or philosophy yet will tread the roads of 
their life with arrogance and vanity. They will discover the truths of the science and 
religion and parade it as their intellectual property and lock it up in their cup boards or 
exchange it for some green papers; some will talk for hours in a flowery language about 
the Supreme Godhead and Upanishads and will watch the video coverage of their lectures 
with a grin like that of a chimpanzee inside their private chambers, when alone. Not 
realizing what they understood intellectually, living as bloated egos of intellectual 
supremacy, they also die along with the destruction of their cell colony.
Some go even above that; they see nothing as truth. They see everything as Change. Of 
course everything changes every fraction of a second; there is no permanency in 
anything. But they adhere to only this principle of Change and disregard everything else. 
They believe neither in the perceiver nor in the perceived.
For them everything is void; pure void; nothing exists.
Once Shankara was arguing with such a person; the opponent was saying- ‘everything is 
changing; every moment you are also changing and I am also changing; nothing can be 
the unchanging reality’. Shankara said with a mischievous smile – ‘then with whom am I 
arguing?’ and walked away.
All these people are truly deluded.

‘PURI SHETE ITI PURUSHAHA’. 
One who sleeps in the city (of nine doors) is PURUSHA.



This term refers to both genders. Purusha is the Self who perceives with the help of 
Prakriti. Purusha is said to be lame and Prakriti is considered as blind.
One who acts in the level of worldly activities only; one who does not identify with the 
PURUSHA, the Self   - is indeed a Stree – opposite of Purusha – the inert body! One who 
is engaged in a limited world of toys like sense pleasures is just a Baala. A person who 
does not know his own Self and imagines the perceived world to be real is truly a blind 
person, Andha. A person who thinks is he is a body and acts as body, lives as the inert 
body is inert himself, Jada.

This is the delusion; great delusion; greatest infatuation yet a conception created for sport 
by the deluding power of the Supreme Brahman.
He alone has the power to destroy this delusion also.
He alone is capable of making us know ourselves as the Purusha; he alone can make us 
mature; he alone can cure our blindness; he alone can make us know of our conscious 
nature. 

SALUTATIONS to THAT DAKSHINAAMURTHY who dreams the dream of this world 
and wakes up to the reality of his own Self! Salutations to my own Self! 
Salutations to all the perceived forms around me who are my own Self! 

Salutations to me, the Supreme Dakshinaamurthy the Unmanifest Manifest 
Brahman.

RAAHUGRASTA DIVAAKARENDUSADRSHO MAAYAASAMAACCHHAADANAAT
SANMAATRAHKARANOPASAMHARANATO YOABHUTSUSHUPTAHPUMAAN
PRAAGASVAAPTAMITI PRABODHASAMAYE YAHPRATYABHIJNAAYATE
TASMAI SHREE GURUMURTAYE NAMA IDAM SHREE DAKSHINAAMURTAYE [6]

RAAHU-GRASTA-DIVAAKARA-INDU-SADRSHAHA-MAAYAA-SAMAACCHHAADANAAT
SAT-MAATRAHA-KARANA-UPASAMHARANATAHA-YAHA-ABHUT-PUMAAN
PRAAK-ASVAAPTAM-ITI-PRABODHA-SAMAYE-YAHA-PRATYABHIJNAAYATE
TASMAI- SHREE-GURU-MURTAYE-NAMAHA-IDAM-SHREE-DAKSHINAA-MURTAYE [6]

General Translation:
Enveloped by the deluding power of Maaya like the Sun and Moon getting swallowed up 
by Raahu ; He who remains as Existence alone, withdrawing all the instruments of  
perception; He who understands –‘I was asleep’ at the time of waking up; to that Great  
Guru, Dakshina Murthy, I offer this salutation.

RAAHU- eclipse (A mythical demon taking revenge on the Sun and Moon Gods for getting cheated by 
them both)
DIVAAKARA- one who makes the light/day - Sun
INDU-moistens and dampens the Earth with its rays - Moon
SADRSHAM -equal
SAMAACCHAADANAM – complete enveloping



UPASAMHARANA- withdrawal
SUSHUPTAHA- one who is in deep sleep
PUMAAN -Purusha- the individual Self
PRATYABHIJNA- to recover consciousness

Meaningful Translation:
Salutations to that Great Manifestation; that Manifestation towards the descent!
Salutations to that Supreme state; which state enveloped by Maaya is equal to that of the 
Sun or Moon enveloped by the eclipse; is akin to the deep sleep state where all senses are 
withdrawn and Existence alone remains; where one just remembers -‘ Ah, I was asleep’!
at the instance of complete awakening.( At the instance of realization, the individual Self  
knows its identity as the Supreme Self and understands both the delusory state and the 
state free of delusion as its own aspects and there exist not in that state, ideas of  
differentiations between deluded and non-deluded states)

How does all this occur? How can the One Absolute Pure Brahman become deluded ‘as’ 
the myriad limited selves and suffer?
But HE actually does not get deluded in reality. He does not ever ‘become’ the individual 
Self.
Then what indeed happens?
Many of you might have played shadow games. With the source of light at the back, you 
just extend your hand and move your fingers in different ways; the shadow on the wall 
will appear to be like a rabbit, crow, man etc etc.
You can run a whole story of the rabbit and the lion in the shadow world if few talented 
friends join together. But is the shadow story true? Did your fingers in any way get 
affected by the shadow rabbit or shadow lion? Did the fingers ever feel even the touch of 
the wall?
You were involved in the story as a rabbit all through yet you were unaffected by any 
thing that happened in the shadow world. Parabrahman is unperturbed too!
Light caused the shadows to appear, but by itself it has no connection with the shadows.
Para Brahman is the cause of all these perceptions, yet is unaffected by all this show.
Shadows were seen when the light was blocked. Where Knowledge is blocked, delusion 
arises.

The Sun or the Moon get covered by Raahu (mythical character) and disappear from 
view; but they do not cease to exist. Once the eclipse is over the sun and the moon shine 
again in their full glory. Actually sun and the moon were not at all affected by the eclipse 
and never became non existent because of the eclipse.
The eclipse appears only for the earth dweller.
His vision alone is blocked. The sun and moon shine as usual.
Similarly this world of appearances arises because of the covering up of Parabrahman by 
Maaya.

Maaya is that which hides the truth and make it appear as something else; like seeing a 
rope as a snake; like seeing the conch shell as a piece of silver.
We can see a miniature example of the eclipse when we fall asleep.



When we sleep all our senses stop working; the body is in a paralyzed state; we are not 
aware of the body at all; eyes remain shut; not even a dream experience is there; we 
suddenly wake up and look at the clock; we are shocked; already the night is over; we 
had a good sleep of nine hours; yet we think that we slept just a few minutes back;
We were unaware of ourselves during sleep; we did not cease to exist; we were covered 
by the veil of ignorance when we slept and woke up as ourselves after the sleep was over.

Similarly this world of appearances is just a sleep state, where Parabrahman is dreaming 
this life as you and me and others; when we realize our true nature, HE alone- you alone- 
I alone will wake up to the true nature of the Self and exclaim – ah I was asleep - and 
laugh at the whole thing as of no value.

SALUTATIONS to THAT DAKSHINAAMURTHY who dreams the dream of this world 
and wakes up to the reality of his own Self! Salutations to my own Self! 
Salutations to all the perceived forms around me who are my own Self! 

Salutations to me, the Supreme Dakshinaamurthy, the Unmanifest Manifest 
Brahman.

BAALYAADISHVAPI JAAGRADAADISHU TATHAA SARVAASVAVASTHAASVAPI
VYAAVRTTAASVANUVARTAMAANAMAHAMITYANTAH SPHURANTAM SADAA
SVAATMAANAM PRAKATEEKAROTI BHAJATAAM YO MUDRAYAA BHADRAYAA
TASMAI SHREE GURUMURTAYE NAMA IDAM SHREE DAKSHINAAMURTAYE [7]

BAALYA-AADISHU- JAAGRAT-AADISHU-TATHAA-SARVAASU-AVASTHAASU-API
VYAAVRTTAASU-ANUVARTAMAANAM-AHAM-ITI-ANTAHA-SPHURANTAM-SADAA
SVA-AATMAANAM- PRAKATEE-KAROTI-BHAJATAAM-YAHA-MUDRAYAA-BHADRAYAA
TASMAI- SHREE-GURU-MURTAYE-NAMAHA-IDAM-SHREE-DAKSHINAA-MURTAYE [7]

General translation:
He who flashes forth always inside all as the ‘I’ in all the recurring states of childhood 
etc., waking state etc., and in all other states also; who reveals  himself through the 
auspicious symbol to those who take shelter in him; to that to that Great Guru, Dakshina 
Murthy, I offer this salutation.

BAALYA- childhood
JAAGRAT-waking state
AVASTHAA - state
ANUVARTAMAANAM – recurring, continuous
PRAKATEEKAROTI - reveals
BHADRA MUDRA- auspicious symbol

Meaningful Translation:
Salutations to that Great Manifestation; that Manifestation towards the descent!



Salutations to that Supreme state; which state flashes forth inside as ‘I’  continuously in 
the recurring states of childhood etc, waking state etc. and in all other states too; which 
state reveals itself to the contemplating aspirants through the auspicious symbol of  
Jeevan Mukti state.

How do we catch this Self and wake up?
Analyze the life as a totality.
You were once a child; a young man; a middle aged person; then you grow old and will 
die some day.
You remember what all you did as a child; you remember the actions of the youth; you 
remember the actions of the middle age….
Memories have always ‘you’ as the centre of actions.
Your body was never the same body even for a day. It was changing day after day. Still 
you say that you were the doer in all these phases of childhood, youth etc.
Who are you? Surely not the body, for it is different in different events.
Similarly if you analyze the states a human mind passes through you can classify them as 
waking, dream and deep sleep states.

Through all the phases of childhood, youth and old age, you still feel your Self as the ‘I’.
You have similar experiences without the gross body in the dream state; for you as the 
dreamer the dream is real; you remain as the dreamer till you wake up and say all that 
you dreamed was not real.
You sometimes sleep without dreams; you wake up and say there was nothing you saw in 
deep sleep; but understand that there was also the ‘I’ seeing nothing in sleep.
There was never a second when this I was absent in any phase of your life or any state of 
your experiences.
This I is the Self; the pure awareness; those who seek the Self through sincere efforts 
realize their existence as Parabrahman; the limited Self goes through the process of 
seeking its true nature and the higher self goes through the process of revealing ITSELF 
through the Bhadra Mudra. 
Who reveals to whom? Who seeks whom? There is no limited self; there is no higher 
Self; there is only One Absolute.
He, the Parabrahman reveals Himself as your own Self through the BHADRA MUDRA (the 
auspicious symbol of thumb opposing forefinger and joining it to form a complete circle),
which is the symbol of the oneness of the individual Self with the Supreme Self.
It is not to be immediately assumed that Parabrahman appears like the God with form.
No need to immediately get ready with flowers and fragrant sticks and a hymn book.
What Shankara is presenting here is the Supreme abstract truth of One as many. How can 
this Parabrahman who is all that we perceive, turn into a tiny form just to show us the 
Jnaana Mudra? How can the mirror become the reflection? How can light become 
darkness?
Parabrahman, the ‘Nirvikalpa state’ cannot have a body and have fingers and teach a 
second person through a Jnaana Mudra.
Then what does Shankara mean?
The Bhadra Mudra, the auspicious symbol is the Jeevan mukta – one who is liberated 
while living.



Through proper Self-enquiry and discriminative intellect – Viveka and Vichaara- when 
you realize you become the Bhadra Mudra of Parabrahman!
When you realize the Self, you become the symbol of Jnaana to others. ‘You’- the 
‘Jeevan mukta’ is the living instruction given by Para Brahman to other aspiring 
individuals.

THAT is now shining as ‘you’; through the leftover mind of yours.
You as the individual Self cease to exist once you realize your true nature. Your previous 
limited identity does not exist anymore. THAT alone remains; the mind exists like a burnt 
up rope just retaining a shadow of the previous vaasanaas allowing the day to day 
existence to go on. The body remains like a shadow not in any way affecting you, the 
Parabrahman. You see the whole world of perceptions as an unreal panorama of your own 
Self. You are now the mirror; the reflection who was ‘the individual you’ as the small ‘I’ 
has vanished. Your struggle to reach the Reality and the final Union of the individual Self 
with the Supreme Self is the Jnaana Mudra - through which THAT reveals to the world 
that the individual Self alone is the Supreme Self! You are the Dakshinaamurthy; the 
Savikalpa Brahman. The whole Universe is your form now. 
Your realized state is the symbol of the union of the individual Self with the Supreme 
Self. You are the Bhadra Mudra!

SALUTATIONS to THAT DAKSHINAAMURTHY who dreams the dream of this world 
and wakes up to the reality of his own Self! Salutations to my own Self! 
Salutations to all the perceived forms around me who are my own Self! 

Salutations to me, the Supreme Dakshinaamurthy, the Unmanifest Manifest 
Brahman.

VISHVAM PASHYATI KAARYAKAARANATAYAA SVASWAAMISAMBANDHATAM
SISHYAACHAARYATAYAA TAYEIVA PITRPUTRAADYAATMANAA BHEDATAHA
SVAPNE JAAGRTI VAA YA ESHA PURUSHO MAAYAAPARIBHRAAMITAHA
TASMAI SHREE GURUMURTAYE NAMA IDAM SHREE DAKSHINAAMURTAYE [8]

VISHVAM-PASHYATI-KAARYA-KAARANATAYAA-SVA-SWAAMI-SAMBANDHATAM
SISHYA-AACHAARYATAYAA-TAYEIVA-PITR-PUTRA-AADI-AATMANAA-BHEDATAHA
SVAPNE-JAAGRTI-VAA-YESHA-PURUSHAHA MAAYAA-PARI-BHRAAMITAHA
TASMAI- SHREE-GURU-MURTAYE-NAMAHA-IDAM-SHREE-DAKSHINAA-MURTAYE [8]

General Translation:
That Purusha, the individual Self who is completely deluded by Maaya perceives the 
world as the cause and effect phenomenon; and sees oneself as belonging to the Owner 
and his own Self divided as disciple and Guru, father and son etc; to that to that Great  
Guru, Dakshina Murthy, I offer this salutation.

KAARYA- Effect
KAARANA-Cause



SWAAMI-Owner (possessing proprietary rights)
SAMBANDHA- relationship (bound well, joined well)
SISHYA- disciple (one who has to be instructed)
AACHAARYA- Teacher (one who acts what he instructs)
PITR- father (one who protects, takes care)
PUTRA-son (saves the father from entering the ‘Pun’ hell)
BHEDA-Difference (to break)
SVAPNA- dream
PARIBHRAMITAHA- completely deluded (stuck in the same idea without reason)

Meaningful Translation:
Salutations to that Great Manifestation; that Manifestation towards the descent!
Salutations to that Supreme state; which existing as embodied soul(Purusha) is  
completely overpowered by delusion whether awake or dreaming, perceives the 
differences as son and father, disciple and teacher ,and oneself as owned by some one 
else and the entire world as connected by the cause and effect phenomenon. 

The moment the word BHADRA MUDRA was mentioned, immediately the mind of the 
listener would conceive a form of some Supremacy, mostly the ascetic form of Shiva and 
visualize him showing the Jnaana Mudra!
Shankara laughs at such minds and salutes the deluded Brahman in their forms!

Delusions are many types.
First one is the delusion of philosophers- who try to find the Cause for this creation. They 
see this ever changing world as an effect with a cause; and break their heads as to what is 
the material cause, which is the instrumental cause, who is the intelligent agent and so on.
This is intellectual delusion.

Second is the God-devotee delusion – this changing world is created by an all powerful, 
beautiful, compassionate,omniscient,omnipotent God with  form; we the beings of this 
world are under His mercy; we are his property; we must develop devotion for him; we 
must worship him and spend our after life singing glories in his benign presence.
This is emotional delusion.

The third one is the common delusion experienced by all the beings of the world – 
‘differentiations’!
Again the leading delusion here is the disciple Teacher differentiation.
Next in line is the family differentiations – I am the son, you are the father etc.
Rest of the differentiating terms need not be mentioned; everyone knows it.
This is the worldly delusion.

What is not a delusion here? Every moment from birth to death every action, thought and 
word of ours is enveloped by delusion.
First is the cause and effect phenomenon.
If one action succeeds another action, then the preceding action is considered to be  the 
cause of the succeeding action; for example- suppose  your pet cat meowed when you got 
the information of your promotion by phone  - then the cat’s meow becomes the sacred 
omen which will being good fortune to you always. So every time the cat meows you will 



think that a good thing will happen. The cat unknown to itself becomes your divine 
messenger from heaven; maybe since it always meows you will ignore its wasted meows 
and only observe the very few fortunate happenings and the meows given at such times 
as connected. When we see a talented juggler’s show and open our eyes with wonder, we 
ignore all the ninety nine misses that the show man had before he came on the stage.
We want miracles; we want some magic; and we get it basket full from our God men!
If it the Divine Magic you are interested in seeing, can’t you wonder at the greatest magic 
that is occurring all around you; this delusion that you are a person with limited form and 
a label itself is the greatest magic presented by Parabrahman!
Taking out tiny statues from the dirty stinking mouth is not the divine magic; the fact that 
you act so deluded to believe in any mambo jumbo is the magic! That is Maaya for you! 
You are part of the magic show yourself; what more magic do you want?

So many foolish conceptions of cause and effect exist even in this peak point of Science 
discoveries; a widow comes in front of you, you will have bad luck; a person asks where 
you are going and your work will be a failure; you visit a particular temple and all your 
problems will get solved; you go to the astrologer and he instantly knows your past 
present and future! 

What causes what effect? 
Your own brain, your own vaasanaas, your own negative and positive feelings, your own 
brainless actions cause your misfortunes or fortunes. There is no external unseen fate, no 
causal phenomenon acting with a vengeance to destroy you like an evil demon. You are 
just a very tiny chemical scum spread out on this vast arena of Earth - which is a virtual 
world created by the Gods - who rise and vanish countless times in the ocean of Chit; and 
why some evil demon from nowhere should bother to spoil your meaningless life when 
you do not even equal a mosquito in the wide cosmos?
Why should any planet thousands of light years away affect your daily life and decide 
your puny profit or loss? Who are you that any force of nature should bother about you? 
Who cares for you?
God…? Why should he, when he has set the automatic rule of action equals results in this 
virtual world and is relaxing on his  lotus bed with his pretty wife (Naaraayana is 
responsible for the maintenance of the worlds). 
If fifty years of technology makes you so free that you may run all your affairs just by 
pressing some buttons on a key board, then your own creators- Brahma Vishnu and 
Maheshwara – will they not have more sophisticated computer systems to run this world? 
They may prefer to run around with glamorous costumes and gold and diamond 
ornaments; that does not mean that they are just magically powered idiots who do not 
know science. 
If this whole Universe exists because of the anthropic principle where so many factors 
have to be conducive to human existence; where even if one number goes amiss in 
calculations we would not be sitting on our comfy chairs and browsing the net.
Even if the speed of light is not what it is, the very graphics of the world would become 
chaotic. If one number were amiss, our body atoms would be bursting into space like 
nuclear bombs. 



Our universe might just be a program in a super computer; and we might all be just DNA 
guinea pigs of some super scientists called Gods!
If that is the case, who is going to bother about a virtual existence like you and count how 
many flowers you offered to a lifeless statue and grant magical boons??
Leave out these present creators of our present Universe (It is just one H2O molecule in 
the infinite ocean of Chit); think about all this from the Parabrahman level. 
Time and space do not exist in that state. It is the ‘Singularity point’ of Consciousness or 
awareness or existence or bliss or whatever terms you feel like using to describe it. 
All vaasanaas –simultaneously are creating their own fields of experience and narratives 
with their own space time co ordinates. We all do not live in the same world. Each one’s 
perception creates his or her own space-time co ordinates; each one’s brain perceives 
everything based on its own capacity. It is a proved fact that, if a huge building collapses, 
a tortoise, a fly and a human will see the same scene in different time-spans. Even the red 
color you see may not be the same red the other person will be seeing; even the sugar you 
taste may not give the same taste as that of the other person. We all think we live in a 
same solid Universe because we use common words in language to denote our private 
experiences. We do not even know whether the people we meet here are virtual figures or 
zombies or dream characters. We do not know whether we are in a real world or a virtual 
world; we do not know anything; we just act as per the suggestions of the unconscious 
brain controlling us. It is a proved fact that even before we get the thought the action gets 
done. We get the info in the conscious brain about what is happening only after the 
command has been already executed by the unconscious. 
We are just automatons; bio chemical organisms existing in such a deluded condition that 
not we do not even know why we exist, how we exist and what for we are what we are! 

We are all just a bundle of vaasanaas; just a possibility existing with some brain made 
narrative! That bird flying away to collect food is your own Vaasana for eating food; that 
rat which is collecting all materials in its hole is your own Vaasana of hoarding; the 
cockroach that is hiding in your clothes cup board is your own dirty thought you had the 
night before; the mosquitoes that hover around you in the evening are your own hidden 
thoughts of anxiety. That man selling the fruits in the shop is a scene created to fulfill 
your own Vaasana of eating a fruit. On his side he is an expression of a Vaasana of 
wanting wealth and taste for the fruits too. That shop which sells high tech computers is 
fulfilling your Vaasana for buying a computer ; the Vaasana for wealth and a lesser desire 
for computing expresses there as a shop keeper selling computers. Vehicle driving 
Vaasana is the person who drives his own car. A little too much thickening of that 
Vaasana gives him a driver’s post in a rich man’s house. The winner of the car race you 
admire in the sports channel is the Vaasana for racing; he will be racing horses in one 
Universe; racing chariots in another Universe; racing cars here. He is a race Vaasana 
expressed in manifold ways. Every thing you perceive is the expression of a Vaasana. 
Countless vaasanaas interact with each other and you have a Universe running here by 
itself. Even Naaraayana cannot stop your Vaasana getting executed; it is a high speed 
wave emanating from the brain. It collides with similar such waves and in that collision 
we see a colorful world of sun rising and sun setting;  and we live unaware that we are 
just ‘pictures’ created by the vaasanaas - brain signals - possibilities - potentialities.



We are just a wave frequency –an equation – a brain configuration in this vast arena of 
energy flux. We all may be just binary numbers in a super-duper computer!
Even if we see different worlds as different persons at different moments we will not be 
aware of it. We are all just Vaasana waves arising one moment and disappearing the next 
moment. We may not even continue as the same person. Some memory configuration 
where ever it collides with any brain configuration produces an existence as that 
particular person- Jeeva- living that experience.
Our scriptures refer to the living forms in the world either as JANTU-creature; or JEEVA- 
an experiencer of life. Jeeva is just an experience experienced with an apparent space 
time boundaries for a fraction of a second.

With the quantum theories abounding with discussions of the unpredictability of the 
universal happenings; how can we be so assured of our own little identities?
A slightest quivering in the quantum world, you who are eating a jam sandwich quietly 
reading a newspaper might be next moment fighting a war in Sri Lanka; maybe the news 
you are reading at that moment might have caused this happening and disturbed the 
quantum state of your neural circuits. What happened to your sandwich eating identity? It 
continues in its own Universe continuing the sandwich eating Vaasana. You? You are you 
in another parallel Universe. The magic here is you will never know of the transition. So 
many ‘You’s exist in so many Universes fulfilling the random thoughts rising in your 
mind!
 
The intensity of the rise of the parallel existence depends upon the intensity of the 
thought. Suppose you are walking, you see a pretty girl passing you; just a tiny vibration 
occurs in your brain without a thought process; that may happen to many who pass her. 
At some point when the totality of all these vibrations are thickened it affects any suitable 
brain and that idiot may lose control and hug her prompted by that Vaasana.
Who was the cause of his act?
You and many others together caused injury to that lady. Observe how even a tiny 
thought like vibration can be harmful! 
Suppose an intensive thought comes to you that you should eat a pizza; but due to some 
strike or something pizza shops are closed and you cannot get your pizza. You after some 
time forgot that you ever wanted that pizza; even the next day when the strike is over, you 
do not show interest in eating a pizza. But what happened to that thought? In some other 
universe where the strike is not there you (your copy) ate that pizza and continued a life 
there. You came into existence in that world with the same memory patterns but changed 
your life to pizza eating person and continued.
Think how many unnecessary thoughts and wants we develop in the course of one single 
day; how many vaasanaas we create every moment; how many parallel Universes come 
into existence every second.

All this occurs in a space less timeless point of CHIT. 
There is no cause; no effect! 
It is as if the seed you buried in the soil, instantly became all the possible trees at the 
same instant, yet remaining as the seed itself; if all this happened inside the seed itself 



and the seed remained both as the seed and the sprouts simultaneously - that is the 
‘unmanifest manifest Brahman’.
You as Parabrahman are having all these ever increasing vaasanaas. You are not the 
Vaasana; but it is just a possibility existing as an energy wave in YOU the supreme 
Parabrahman. 
But caught in the parody of entropy and direction of time; imagining all events as 
occurring one after other causing many other succeeding occurrences; seeing yourself 
with a limited form bound by space and time; believing in non existing relationships of 
employer and employee, master and the disciple; father and son and so on you wander 
about in many existences in many Universes in both the waking state and the dream state 
deluded by Maaya.

SALUTATIONS to THAT DAKSHINAAMURTHY who dreams the dream of this world 
and wakes up to the reality of his own Self! Salutations to my own Self! 
Salutations to all the perceived forms around me who are my own Self! 

Salutations to me, the Supreme Dakshinaamurthy, the Unmanifest Manifest 
Brahman.

BHURAMBHAAMSYANALOANILOAMBARAMAHARNAATHO HIMAAMSHUHPUMAAN
ITYAABHAATI CHARAACHARAATMAKAMIDAM YASYEIVA MURTYASHTAKAM
NAANYATKINCHANA VIDYATE VIMRSHATAAM YASMAATPARASMAATVIBHOHO
TASMAI SHREE GURUMURTAYE NAMA IDAM SHREE DAKSHINAAMURTAYE [9]

BHU-AMBHAAMSI-ANALAHA-ANILAHA-AMBARAM-AHAR-NAATHAHA-HIMA-AMSHUHU-PUMAAN
ITI-AABHAATI-CHARA-ACHARAAAATMAKAM-IDAM-YASYA-EVA-MURTI-ASHTAKAM
NA-ANYAT-KINCHANA-VIDYATE-VIMRSHATAAM-YASMAAT-PARASMAAT-VIBHOHO
TASMAI- SHREE-GURU-MURTAYE-NAMAHA-IDAM-SHREE-DAKSHINAA-MURTAYE [9]

General Translation:
He who completely shines  as all the moving and non moving  in the eightfold forms of  
Earth, water, fire, wind, sky, Sun, Moon and the Purusha ;  beyond which powerful one 
there exists nothing else for the deliberating minds; to that to that Great Guru, Dakshina 
Murthy, I offer this salutation.

BHU – Earth (that which has come into being)
AMBHAS -waters
ANILA –wind (that by which one lives)
ANALA – Fire (that, which never ends; that which never is satisfied)
AMBARAM – sky, atmosphere (that which supports sound)
AHARNAATHAHA – The Lord of the day (including night)
HIMAAMSHUHU – one with cool rays -Moon
CHARAACHARA – moving and non moving
MURTHYASHTAKAM- eightfold form



KINCHANA – nothing else
VIDYATE - exists
VIMARSHA – deliberation, discussion
PARAHA – other 
VIBHU – supreme, powerful, eminent

Meaningful Translation:
Salutations to that Great Manifestation; that Manifestation towards the descent!
Salutations to that Supreme state; which state wholly shines as all the moving and non 
moving things in the eightfold manifestations of ‘field of experience’, ever flowing 
experiences’, the all consuming fire of Ego, the fanning wind of attachments, the 
enveloping  sky namely space time boundaries, the Sun namely the unaffected witness 
state, and the waxing and waning moon of pleasant rays namely the mental faculty , and 
as the individual soul entrapped in the city of nine gates namely the body; nothing else 
exists other than these manifestations of the all powerful one  for the deliberating ones.

Parabrahman is of the eightfold nature of Earth, water, fire, air, sky, sun and the moon 
and the Purusha.
All mobile and non mobile things can be classified into this one category.
A scientist may just laugh and say – ‘moon- the broken piece of Earth hanging up there? 
And Sun - the tiny star existing like a sand particle in the vast beach of the universe? And 
the elements? Your Brahman is just this much?’
Unfortunately the code meanings behind these ordinary terms are lost to us in the course 
of time. The secret of the Vedic terms lays buried in the hearts of the Sages who have not 
risen here at present times to offer the key to us to decipher these terms.
But very ancient texts of yore explain these words and here is what the explanation is 
like.
BHU is the field created by the vaasanaas to manifest; AMBHAS is the experience created 
by that Vaasana; fire is the ego which has the experiences; air is the contact the Jeeva, the 
experiencer attains by perceiving the Vaasana created world; sky is the space time 
concept which everyone has according to the capacity of their brains; Sun is the witness 
state which is pure consciousness aware of all experiences the Jeeva undergoes. Moon is 
the waning and waxing mental faculty which is happy one moment and unhappy the next 
moment, which shines by the reflected light of the witness consciousness- Sun; which 
shines only when ignorance is there; with stars namely fixed ideas like– I am of this 
name; my father is so and so; my mother is so and so; I am a man; I am a woman; I must 
study; etc etc. all these ideas are the stars. The ever fixed unmoving planets are the fixed 
ideas about your own existence. Twinkling stars further away are the dreams and desires 
which may get fulfilled or not.
Parabrahman can be described as having the eight fold nature of witness consciousness; 
the individual Self; mental faculty; space time idea; contact arising through delusion; 
experiencer; experiences; and the field of experiences. 
It is the same Parabrahman in different levels.
The existence of the Universe can be traced from ‘now’ to the singularity state; similarly 
we can observe our own existence here and retrace it back to the state of Parabrahman.



We begin with the outside world – BHU -
the vast Universe; the solar system; the Earth; your country;  your city; your colony; your 
house; your parents; your children; your wife or husband and your friends; and of course 
the cell colony namely your body; the atoms that make up your body; 
- all this is BHU- the field of experience.
Convert all this into one idea as the BHU and keep it away.

Then look within.
There is a ‘you’ who are made of thoughts – the fire – the ego -
my house; my wife; my husband; my bank balance; my children; my loss; my profit etc 
etc;  just a pile of ‘mine’s; - the ever burning fire which consumes food for ever without 
cessation. 

BHU grows the flora and fauna you have planted as seeds in the form of vaasanaas; it 
becomes the experiences you enjoy giving rise to the possibilities of more experiences. 
The fire in you as the ego consumes all experiences and wants more and more. 
The water produces more and more. Fire eats more and more; the process goes on and on. 

Swim across the waters; jump over the fire and come further within; the air is blowing 
heavily. It was the air which was creating sky raising flames in the ego-fire; what is it 
actually? Attachments!
You hold yourself unbending in this storm; get rid of all attachments and walk further 
within.
Now you are not experiencing anything; you do not want anything; you are not perturbed 
by attachments, you are calm and peaceful and silent. There is a dark sky ahead with the 
cool moon smiling at you. The stars twinkle and welcome you.
It is the darkness of ignorance; the mental faculty with so many thoughts, desires and 
ideas.
Far far away there is a gleam of light.
You reject the beautiful dark night of the charming moon and run towards the witness;
A full blast of light hits you. You feel yourself as the Light Supreme!
You are blissful; you are now high up in the sky. You look down at the myriad Universes 
vibrating far below .You are the supreme light which creates the very space time 
peculiarities in all the Universes below you. You are not bound by space or time. You are 
the pure light of awareness.
You get rid of that witness awareness too and remain silent. You are the blissful 
Parabrahman with no perturbations at all. There exist no worlds; no Universes; no egos; 
no witness consciousness; no BHU or ANILA or AMBHAS or any such thing; no world ; no 
relations; no friends; no bondage; no freedom; no space; no time; nothing else but you; 
not even the quivering of the ‘I’; just silence! 

SALUTATIONS to THAT DAKSHINAAMURTHY who dreams the dream of this world 
and wakes up to the reality of his own Self! Salutations to my own Self! 
Salutations to all the perceived forms around me who are my own Self! 

Salutations to me, the Supreme Dakshinaamurthy, the Unmanifest Manifest 
Brahman.



SALUTATIONS TO SRI DAKSHINAAMURTHY, THE STATE OF UNMANIFEST 
MANIFEST BRAHMAN

SALUTATIONS TO MY OWN SELF
OMTATSAT

AUM

SCIENCE
SOME INTERESTING FACTS FROM PHYSICS

Excerpts:

This distinction between past, present and future is only an illusion
                                                                           -  Albert 
Einstein.

How odd that we are born and live and die on a ball hurtling forever at 
awesome speeds -- yet we wouldn't know we were moving, if scientists didn't 
tell us.

With your eyes, you can see the past. Look at the North Star and you are 
looking at 1300 A.D. Today's light left that star nearly 700 years ago.

If you looked deep into any substance -- iron, for instance, or rock -- you 
couldn't find any solid parts. Nothing tangible is there. Approach an iron atom 
and you would detect only a whirring "cloud'' of electrons. The nucleus would 
be too small and distant to be seen.

In every atom, the nucleus is as far from the electrons as the sun is from 
planets of the solar system. It's all emptiness -- the same emptiness you see 
when you look into the night sky. If an atom were the size of a 14-story 
building, the nucleus would equal a grain of salt on the seventh floor.

Why does iron seem solid? Because the electron cloud of one atom, charged 
negative, repels the negative cloud of each adjoining atom with a "push'' that 
seems firm. Solidity is an electrical illusion.

If matter is real, how could the entire planet -- continents, oceans, mountains 
and all -- be compressed to the dimension of your fingernail? Can anyone 
grasp such a thing? And yet black holes exist, astrophysicists say. Our 
tangible world must be a fiction, like Plato's shadows in the cave.



And it is inescapable that there is magic deeper than any religious miracle. 
The world we inhabit isn't what we think it is. It is an illusion of electricity, a 
fabrication of force posing as matter. There is a Hiroshima in every pebble -- 
but the pebble really isn't there, because the whole planet could be shrunk to 
pebble size, and smaller.
When I discuss this with practical-minded friends, they get the uneasy look 
people display in the presence of loonies. 
Some ask: "Are you trying to say that God is E=MC2?''
I don't know. Maybe I am.
From-
The Dreams of which Stuff is Made
James A. Haught

"Why is nature so ingeniously, one might even say suspiciously, friendly to 
life? What do the laws of physics care about life and consciousness that they 
should conspire to make a hospitable universe? It's almost as if a Grand 
Designer had it all figured out."
—Paul Davies

Parallel Universes
‘Not just a staple of science fiction, other universes are a direct implication of cosmological 
observations’
By Max Tegmark   

Is there a copy of you reading this article? A person who is not you but who 
lives on a planet called Earth, with misty mountains, fertile fields and 
sprawling cities, in a solar system with eight other planets? The life of this 
person has been identical to yours in every respect. But perhaps he or she 
now decides to put down this article without finishing it, while you read on.

The idea of such an alter ego seems strange and implausible, but it looks as if 
we will just have to live with it, because it is supported by astronomical 
observations. The simplest and most popular cosmological model today 
predicts that you have a twin in a galaxy about 10 to the 1028 meters from 
here. This distance is so large that it is beyond astronomical, but that does 
not make your doppelganger any less real. The estimate is derived from 
elementary probability and does not even assume speculative modern 
physics, merely that space is infinite (or at least sufficiently large) in size and 
almost uniformly filled with matter, as observations indicate. In infinite space, 
even the most unlikely events must take place somewhere. There are 
infinitely many other inhabited planets, including not just one but infinitely 
many that have people with the same appearance, name and memories as 
you, who play out every possible permutation of your life choices.



BOLTZMANN BRAIN PROBLEM
It could be the weirdest and most embarrassing prediction in the history of 
cosmology, if not science. 
If true, it would mean that you yourself reading this article are more likely to 
be some momentary fluctuation in a field of matter and energy out in space 
than a person with a real past born through billions of years of evolution in an 
orderly star-spangled cosmos. Your memories and the world you think you 
see around you are illusions.
This bizarre picture is the outcome of a recent series of calculations that take 
some of the bedrock theories and discoveries of modern cosmology to the 
limit…… across the eons of time, the standard theories suggest, the universe 
can recur over and over again in an endless cycle of big bangs, but it’s hard 
for nature to make a whole universe. It’s much easier to make fragments of 
one, like planets, yourself maybe in a spacesuit or even — in the most absurd 
and troubling example — a naked brain floating in space. Nature tends to do 
what is easiest, from the standpoint of energy and probability. And so these 
fragments — in particular the brains — would appear far more frequently 
than real full-fledged universes, or than us. Or they might be us……………… 
Welcome to what physicists call the Boltzmann brain problem, named after 
the 19th-century Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann, who suggested the 
mechanism by which such fluctuations could happen in a gas or in the 
universe. Cosmologists also refer to them as “freaky observers,” in contrast 
to regular or “ordered” observers of the cosmos like ourselves…………………..

“It is part of a much bigger set of questions about how to think about 
probabilities in an infinite universe in which everything that can occur, does 
occur, infinitely many times,” said Leonard Susskind of Stanford, a co-author 
of a paper in 2002 that helped set off the debate. Or as Andrei Linde, another 
Stanford theorist given to colorful language, loosely characterized the 
possibility of a replica of your own brain forming out in space sometime, 
“How do you compute the probability to be reincarnated to the probability of 
being born?”………………………
In an interview Dr. Linde described these brains as a form of reincarnation. 
Over the course of eternity, he said, anything is possible. After some Big Bang 
in the far future, he said, “it’s possible that you yourself will re-emerge. 
Eventually you will appear with your table and your computer.” 
But it’s more likely, he went on, that you will be reincarnated as an isolated 
brain, without the baggage of stars and galaxies. In terms of probability, he 
said, “It’s cheaper.”
You might wonder what’s wrong with a few brains — or even a preponderance 
of them — floating around in space. For one thing, as observers these brains 
would see a freaky chaotic universe, unlike our own, which seems to persist 
in its promise and disappointment. 



Another is that one of the central orthodoxies of cosmology is that humans 
don’t occupy a special place in the cosmos, that we and our experiences are 
typical of cosmic beings. If the odds of us being real instead of Boltzmann 
brains are one in a million, say, waking up every day would be like walking 
out on the street and finding everyone in the city standing on their heads. You 
would expect there to be some reason why you were the only one left right 
side up.

John Wheeler, scientist and dreamer, colleague of Albert Einstein and Niels 
Bohr, mentor to many of today's leading physicists… says… genesis by 
observership. Our observations, he suggests, might actually contribute to the 
creation of physical reality. To Wheeler we are not simply bystanders on a 
cosmic stage; we are shapers and creators living in a participatory universe…
………………… Wheeler conjectures we are part of a universe that is a work in 
progress; we are tiny patches of the universe looking at itself— and building 
itself. It's not only the future that is still undetermined but the past as well……
……. You may ask whether the universe really existed before you start looking 
at it," he says. "…………And my answer would be that the universe looks as if 
it existed before I started looking at it.

Linde believes that Wheeler's intuition of the participatory nature of reality is 
probably right. But he differs with Wheeler on one crucial point. Linde 
believes that conscious observers are an essential component of the universe 
and cannot be replaced by inanimate objects. 
"The universe and the observer exist as a pair," Linde says. "You can say that 
the universe is there only when there is an observer who can say, Yes, I see 
the universe there. These small words— it looks like it was here— for practical 
purposes it may not matter much, but for me as a human being, I do not 
know any sense in which I could claim that the universe is here in the 
absence of observers. We are together, the universe and us. The moment you 
say that the universe exists without any observers, I cannot make any sense 
out of that. I cannot imagine a consistent theory of everything that ignores 
consciousness. A recording device cannot play the role of an observer, 
because who will read what is written on this recording device? In order for us 
to see that something happens, and say to one another that something 
happens, you need to have a universe, you need to have a recording device, 
and you need to have us. It's not enough for the information to be stored 
somewhere, completely inaccessible to anybody. It's necessary for somebody 
to look at it. You need an observer who looks at the universe. In the absence 
of observers, our universe is dead."



Are You Living In a Computer Simulation? 
                                                           - Nick Bostrom.  

ABSTRACT. He argues that at least one of the following propositions is true: 
(1) the human species is very likely to go extinct before reaching a 
“posthuman” stage; 
(2) any posthuman civilization is extremely unlikely to run a significant 
number of simulations of their evolutionary history (or variations thereof); 
(3) we are almost certainly living in a computer simulation. 
It follows that the belief that there is a significant chance that we will one day 
become posthumans who run ancestor-simulations is false, unless we are 
currently living in a simulation. A number of other consequences of this result 
are also discussed.

If we are in a simulation, is it possible that we could know that for certain? If 
the simulators don’t want us to find out, we probably never will. But if they 
choose to reveal themselves, they could certainly do so. Maybe a window 
informing you of the fact would pop up in front of you, or maybe they would 
“upload” you into their world. Another event that would let us conclude with a 
very high degree of confidence that we are in a simulation is if we ever reach 
the point where we are about to switch on our own simulations.

David Deutsch’s Many Worlds

A growing number of physicists, myself included, are convinced that the thing 
we call ‘the universe’ — namely space, with all the matter and energy it 
contains — is not the whole of reality. According to quantum theory — the 
deepest theory known to physics — our universe is only a tiny facet of a 
larger multiverse, a highly structured continuum containing many universes. 

Everything in our universe — including you and me, every atom and every 
galaxy — has counterparts in these other universes. Some counterparts are 
in the same places as they are in our universe, while others are in different 
places. Some have different shapes, or are arranged in different ways; some 
are so different that they are not worth calling counterparts. There are even 
universes in which a given object in our universe has no counterpart — 
including universes in which I was never born and you wrote this article 
instead.



 Roger Highfield on   EVERETTE  

Everett came up with a more audacious interpretation: the universe is 
constantly and infinitely splitting……. Every possible outcome of an 
experimental measurement occurs, each one in a parallel universe.

If one accepts Everett's interpretation, our universe is embedded in an 
infinitely larger and more complex structure called the multiverse, which as a 
good approximation can be regarded as an ever-multiplying mass of parallel 
universes.

Every time there is an event at the quantum level - a radioactive atom 
decaying, for example, or a particle of light impinging on your retina - the 
universe is supposed to "split" into different universes.

A motorist who has a near miss, for instance, might feel relieved at his lucky 
escape. But in a parallel universe, another version of the same driver will 
have been killed. Yet another universe will see the motorist recover after 
treatment in hospital. The number of alternative scenarios is endless.

Carl Sagan…on Hindu Time scale

….. But the main reason that we oriented this episode of COSMOS towards 
India is because of that wonderful aspect of Hindu cosmology which first of all 
gives a time-scale for the Earth and the universe -- a time-scale which is 
consonant with that of modern scientific cosmology. We know that the Earth 
is about 4.6 billion years old, and the cosmos, or at least its present 
incarnation, is something like 10 or 20 billion years old. The Hindu tradition 
has a day and night of Brahma in this range, somewhere in the region of 8.4 
billion years. 
As far as I know. It is the only ancient religious tradition on the Earth which 
talks about the right time-scale. We want to get across the concept of the 
right time-scale, and to show that it is not unnatural. In the West, people 
have the sense that what is natural is for the universe to be a few thousand 
years old, and that billions is indwelling, and no one can understand it. The 



Hindu concept is very clear. Here is a great world culture which has always 
talked about billions of years. 
Finally, the many billion year time-scale of Hindu cosmology is not the entire 
history of the universe, but just the day and night of Brahma, and there is the 
idea of an infinite cycle of births and deaths and an infinite number of 
universes, each with its own gods. 
And this is a very grand idea. Whether it is true or not, is not yet clear. But it 
makes the pulse quicken, and we thought it was a good way to approach the 
subject.
Parallel universes would seem to be the most unlikely prediction of relativity, 
but their proposal is just as fact-based as those dealing with black holes.

THINK QUEST

The idea of parallel universes was taken seriously after experiments with 
properties of light. Night exhibits wave-particle duality-it acts like both a 
particle and a wave. But even this odd characteristic did not account for the 
surprising results scientists noted in 'double slit tests'. A beam of light would 
be shined at a screen through another screen with two slits in it. When both 
slits were open, it seemed as if an electron would pass through both at the 
same time; and with one open, some areas of the screen would get more 
light then when both were open. While some of this could be attributed to 
particle-wave duality, in some cases it seemed almost as though the 
possibilities of what the light could do was affecting the outcome.

The only way for this to happen is for all the possiblities to exist at once. This 
idea is the backbone of the parallel universe theory-that all the possibilities 
for every action exist as an alternate universe. At the moment when an 
outcome is needed, they can overlap, or one of the separate universes will 
bend its solution.

Because there are an infinite number of possibilities, there is an infinite 
number of parallel universes, and therefore, an infinite number of you. A 
parallel universe for you oversleeping this morning, losing your homework, 
wearing different clothes... it goes on. For every interaction, there is a myriad 
of possibilites.

This all seems very far-fetched from Einstein's theory, but Einstein actually 
speculated and believed in parallel universes. He helped to discover the 
Einstein-Rosem Bridge-the area at the singularity of a rotating black hole 
where one can cross into a parallel universe.
Which is really the heart of the problem-reaching the singularity of a rotating 
black hole. But you'll have to read about black holes to find out why.



Parallel Universes

Parallel Universes : are thought to be universes that exist alongside that of 
our own.  They could be very similar in nature to our universe or they could in 
fact be very different…
…There is some speculation that our universe may have been created by 
superior beings in another universe.  The reason that this theory arises, is 
because there is a belief among cosmologists that the universe began initially 
with a tiny speck of matter - weighing in at possibly only a thousandth of a 
gram.  This particle then underwent a strange process known as inflation.  As 
the mechanics of the process are already known, this has led to the notion 
that perhaps the whole process could indeed be recreated in a laboratory.  In 
other words, the manufacture of a whole new universe done by scientists in 
their labs.  Currently this is beyond our present technical capabilities, 
because the pressures involved to squeeze the matter to an extraordinarily 
high density are too great.

However this does not exclude the possibility that an alien civilization some 
few hundred or thousand of years ahead of us could be engaging in universe 
manufacture as we speak.  This notion has led to the British physicist Edward 
Harrison to speculate that, perhaps our own universe was made by intelligent 
beings living in another universe.

On taking this idea further, try to image that the reality that is currently being 
experienced by everyone is only one of numerous realities.  For example 
somewhere out there in a different time, place or space, Germany won the 
Second World War or the North Pole was hot!  Although it may appear to be a 
curious notion, there is some scientific evidence to suggest that the idea may 
be closer to fact.  Quantum Theory, which successfully describes the world of 
the atom, shows us that everything may not be as it first seems.  A nice 
example of this, is when one single atom has been shown to exist in many 
places at once!  This phenomenon has been shown in experiments, but it 
doesn't explain why the stuff we are all made of can be in more than one 
place at any given time, but we apparently cannot.  More and more scientists 
are becoming convinced that the world of atoms is the same as our own. 
Should this prove to be true then indeed there must be alternative realities in 
alternative universes that exist alongside our own.

The consequences and implications for us are quite amazing; just because 
you may die in this universe does not necessarily mean that you have died in 
another.  The only versions of you that continue to perceive the world are 
those that remain alive.  Could this be the closest thing that we will get to 
immortality?  



{Lastly………………….
This could be the truth; maybe!!!}

OUR LIVES, CONTROLLED FROM SOME GUY’S COUCH 

By JOHN TIERNEY

Until I talked to Nick Bostrom, a philosopher at Oxford University, it never 
occurred to me that our universe might be somebody else’s hobby. I hadn’t 
imagined that the omniscient, omnipotent creator of the heavens and earth 
could be an advanced version of a guy who spends his weekends building 
model railroads or overseeing video-game worlds like the Sims. 
 But now it seems quite possible. In fact, if you accept a pretty reasonable 
assumption of Dr. Bostrom’s, it is almost a mathematical certainty that we 
are living in someone else’s computer simulation. 

This simulation would be similar to the one in “The Matrix,” in which most 
humans don’t realize that their lives and their world are just illusions created 
in their brains while their bodies are suspended in vats of liquid. But in Dr. 
Bostrom’s notion of reality, you wouldn’t even have a body made of flesh. 
Your brain would exist only as a network of computer circuits.

You couldn’t, as in “The Matrix,” unplug your brain and escape from your vat 
to see the physical world. You couldn’t see through the illusion except by 
using the sort of logic employed by Dr. Bostrom, the director of the Future of 
Humanity Institute at Oxford.

Dr. Bostrom assumes that technological advances could produce a computer 
with more processing power than all the brains in the world, and that 
advanced humans, or “posthumans,” could run “ancestor simulations” of 
their evolutionary history by creating virtual worlds inhabited by virtual 
people with fully developed virtual nervous systems.

Some computer experts have projected, based on trends in processing power, 
that we will have such a computer by the middle of this century, but it 
doesn’t matter for Dr. Bostrom’s argument whether it takes 50 years or 5 
million years. If civilization survived long enough to reach that stage, and if 
the posthumans were to run lots of simulations for research purposes or 
entertainment, then the number of virtual ancestors they created would be 
vastly greater than the number of real ancestors. 

There would be no way for any of these ancestors to know for sure whether 
they were virtual or real, because the sights and feelings they’d experience 
would be indistinguishable. But since there would be so many more virtual 



ancestors, any individual could figure that the odds made it nearly certain 
that he or she was living in a virtual world. 

The math and the logic are inexorable once you assume that lots of 
simulations are being run. But there are a couple of alternative hypotheses, 
as Dr. Bostrom points out. One is that civilization never attains the technology 
to run simulations (perhaps because it self-destructs before reaching that 
stage). The other hypothesis is that posthumans decide not to run the 
simulations.

“This kind of posthuman might have other ways of having fun, like 
stimulating their pleasure centers directly,” Dr. Bostrom says. “Maybe they 
wouldn’t need to do simulations for scientific reasons because they’d have 
better methodologies for understanding their past. It’s quite possible they 
would have moral prohibitions against simulating people, although the fact 
that something is immoral doesn’t mean it won’t happen.” 

Dr. Bostrom doesn’t pretend to know which of these hypotheses is more 
likely, but he thinks none of them can be ruled out. “My gut feeling, and it’s 
nothing more than that,” he says, “is that there’s a 20 percent chance we’re 
living in a computer simulation.”

My gut feeling is that the odds are better than 20 percent, maybe better than 
even. I think it’s highly likely that civilization could endure to produce those 
supercomputers. And if owners of the computers were anything like the 
millions of people immersed in virtual worlds like Second Life, SimCity and 
World of Warcraft, they’d be running simulations just to get a chance to 
control history — or maybe give themselves virtual roles as Cleopatra or 
Napoleon.

It’s unsettling to think of the world being run by a futuristic computer geek, 
although we might at last dispose of that of classic theological question: How 
could God allow so much evil in the world? For the same reason there are 
plagues and earthquakes and battles in games like World of War craft. Peace 
is boring, Dude.

A more practical question is how to behave in a computer simulation. Your 
first impulse might be to say nothing matters anymore because nothing’s 
real. But just because your neural circuits are made of silicon (or whatever 
posthumans would use in their computers) instead of carbon doesn’t mean 
your feelings are any less real. 

David J. Chalmers, a philosopher at the Australian National University, says 
Dr. Bostrom’s simulation hypothesis isn’t a cause for skepticism, but simply a 
different metaphysical explanation of our world. Whatever you’re touching 
now — a sheet of paper, a keyboard, and a coffee mug— is real to you even if 
it’s created on a computer circuit rather than fashioned out of wood, plastic 
or clay.



You still have the desire to live as long as you can in this virtual world — and 
in any simulated afterlife that the designer of this world might bestow on you. 
Maybe that means following traditional moral principles, if you think the 
posthuman designer shares those morals and would reward you for being a 
good person. 

Or maybe, as suggested by Robin Hanson, an economist at George Mason 
University, you should try to be as interesting as possible, on the theory that 
the designer is more likely to keep you around for the next simulation. 

Of course, it’s tough to guess what the designer would be like. He or she 
might have a body made of flesh or plastic, but the designer might also be a 
virtual being living inside the computer of a still more advanced form of 
intelligence. There could be layer upon layer of simulations until you finally 
reached the architect of the first simulation — the Prime Designer, let’s call 
him or her (or it).

Then again, maybe the Prime Designer wouldn’t allow any of his or her 
creations to start simulating their own worlds. Once they got smart enough to 
do so, they’d presumably realize, by Dr. Bostrom’s logic, that they themselves 
were probably simulations. Would that ruin the fun for the Prime Designer?
(Is superstitious Religion allowed to exist for this reason?)

If simulations stop once the simulated inhabitants understand what’s going 
on, then I really shouldn’t be spreading Dr. Bostrom’s ideas. But if you’re still 
around to read this, I guess the Prime Designer is reasonably tolerant, or 
maybe curious to see how we react once we start figuring out the situation.

It’s also possible that there would be logistical problems in creating layer 
upon layer of simulations. There might not be enough computing power to 
continue the simulation if billions of inhabitants of a virtual world started 
creating their own virtual worlds with billions of inhabitants apiece.

If that’s true, it’s bad news for the futurists who think we’ll have a computer 
this century with the power to simulate all the inhabitants on earth. We’d 
start our simulation, expecting to observe a new virtual world, but instead our 
own world might end — not with a bang, not with a whimper, but with a 
message on the Prime Designer’s computer.

It might be something clunky like “Insufficient Memory to Continue 
Simulation.” But I like to think it would be simple and familiar: “Game Over.”






